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Funcom is an independent developer and publisher of quality online games for a 
world-wide audience of gamers. Funcom is considered to be a key contender in the 
global MMO market, and the company has numerous exciting projects in develop
ment. Today Funcom is Europe's largest developer of virtual worlds. 

About Funcom 
Funcom was founded in 1993 and the company has 
released more than twenty games to date. Funcom 
has been an independent developer since 1999, and 
has through the years gathered great experience in 
developing both single-player titles and Massively 
Multiplayer Online games. 

In 2007 Funcom continued its progressive growth, 
and the year started excellently with a large pres
ence at CES, the world's largest electronic consumer 
show. At CES Funcom was the first gaming company 
to publicly showcase DX10 technology. This Win
dows Vista-only graphics evolution results in an 
unprecedented graphical beauty in PC games, and 
the landmark achievement was only possible due to 
Funcom's proprietary MMO engine and employees 
possessing outstanding technical skills. Being the 
first to showcase DX10 capability with Age of Conan 
meant a massive media focus, and ensured strong 
support from Microsoft at the Windows Vista 
launch events. 

Previously released games continued to receive 
acclaim in 2007. Dreamfall: The Longest Journey, 
which was released for PC and Xbox in 2006, received 
new awards and nominations. The most prominent 
was Gamespot's Reader Choice Award as "Best Xbox 
Game of The Year", a significant achievement, and 
proof of Funcom's ability to also deliver great con
sole games. In 2007 Dreamfall was moreover made 
available for digital download through services like 
Valve's Steam and IGN's Direct 2 Drive. At the same 
time the title was re-released in a new retail box in 
US and Europe, carrying the "Game of the year" 
moniker on the front of box. 

Anarchy Online also continued its positive per
formance through the year, and Funcom remains 
dedicated to its on-going development and support. 
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The game will celebrate its seven year anniversary 
in June 2008, and it seems likely that the title will 
continue to perform well for several years to come. 
With a new Game Director, several solid new staff 
members and continued delivery of content updates 
Funcom saw that the amount of paying customers in 
2007 remained satisfactory. In Asia the leading busi
ness model for online games is now mainly sales of 
virtual items, and to test this concept Funcom intro
duced a limited virtual item sales model in Anarchy 
Online. Initial reactions were more positive than 
expected, and the initiative has given Funcom more 
knowledge on how to optimize the business models 
in future online games. 

Development of Age of Conan made great strides 
forward in 2007, and despite having to postpone the 
release to May 2008 the interest surrounding the 
title keeps on growing. Numerous awards were given 
to the game as a result of public showings at gaming 
conventions. This included the official "Best Online 
Game of Show" at the European GC convention, and 
"Best Online Game of E3" from IGN. Early in 2008 
it also became clear that the changes in the combat 
mechanics were well received from core gaming 
press and beta testers. The new improvements and 
the added development time meant that Age of 
Conan has been given a higher chance of realizing its 
great potential. As an example, PC Gamer US listed 
it as one of their most anticipated overall PC games 
for 2008. The added development time also meant a 
more extensive beta testing process. In 2007 more 
than 10.000 players were invited to the Age of 
Conan beta. 

2007 also brought a continued growth in staff, and 
the Funcom organization surpassed 300 people 
located in offices in Switzerland, Norway, USA and 
China. There was growth in all locations, and 



uncom continued its focus on improving all areas 
f the organization, as well as improving the pro-

:esses involved in the development of complex game 
vorlds. With funds and means to professionalize 
he organization Funcom was not only able to scale 
ip for the launch of Age of Conan, but also to start 
evelopment of two casual MMOs as well as continue 
he development on The Secret World and Anarchy 
)nline. 

Vhile extensive work was done on improving all 
nternal processes, the external gaming market 
:ontinued to grow, and the market projections for 
he next few years are positive. The MMO market 
ilso continued to grow significantly, and at the time 
if writing the biggest MMO game on the market has 
)ver 10 million subscribers. The Casual MMO market 
las also increased significantly over the last year in 
he Western World. In this growing market Funcom 
•emains one of the few MMO companies with the 
:unds, staff, know-how, technology and strategy for 
)ecoming a world leader in the years to come. 

Vlore information about Funcom can be found on 
A/ww.f uncom.com 
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Letter from the CEO 
We were expecting to launch Age of Conan in 
2007 and worked very hard to make that happen. 
Unfortunately we did not achieve that goal and we 
were quite disappointed by that. The development 
of the game has taken longer than estimated and 
we have had to make changes that have cost us even 
more development time. 

Even though most massively multiplayer online 
games (MMOs) take more time and cost more money 
than initially expected, we obviously need to improve 
our ability to estimate for future projects. We have 
spent a significant amount of time analyzing and 
evaluating why our time estimates for Age of Conan 
have been wrong, and I think it's appropriate to talk 
about that topic here. 

Firstly, with Age of Conan we have in some ways been 
victims of our own ambitions. We always knew that 
we had to create a truly spectacular game to succeed 
in the market, and we have consistently pushed the 
envelope in terms of technology and gameplay. While 
there have been risks associated with this, we are 
still confident that it was the correct strategy for the 
game and the license - and in many ways, we feel we 
have succeeded. We have created a game that sets a 
new standard for the MMO genre in terms of visual 
quality and gameplay mechanics. Our graphics 
rendering engine enables us to create a vivid real-
world look to the game world, our artificial intelli
gence routines support new and innovative gameplay 
mechanics, our hands-on combat system feels dis
tinctly different from Age of Conan's competitors, 
and our environmental navigation and animation 
systems ensures a realistic look and feel. As a direct 
result of our ambitions, Age of Conan is consistently 
listed among the most anticipated MMOs in develop
ment, in direct competition with some of the biggest 
and best publishers and developers in the world -
including EA and Sony - in a genre that continues to 
attract attention and investment from media players 
across the world. 

Secondly, in response to feedback from our internal 
QA and external testers, we have had to extend devel
opment time in order to adjust several core features 
of the game. In August of last year, we decided that 
we had to make combat and character development 
- key elements of the role-playing game experience 
- more accessible to players, leading to significant 
changes. In our opinion, the changes have made Age 
of Conan a better and more approachable title, at the 
expense of development time and cost. 

Lastly, I believe Funcom - as well as most other MMO 

developers - has underestimated the sheer complex
ity of what we are trying to accomplish. We are not 
just building a game: we are building a virtual world, 
with all that this entails in terms of content produc
tion and technology. With Age of Conan, this task has 
been complicated by the need to develop new tech
nology in parallel with the game itself, and the com
plexity of this endeavor has resulted in poor 
time estimates. 

Looking ahead, how will this affect future MMO devel
opment at Funcom? We believe the biggest difference 
is that future MMO projects will be based on a func
tioning and proven engine - the Dreamworld Engine 
- and will require less new technology development. 
Naturally, this significantly reduces the technical 
risks involved. We also have extensive data on time 
estimates and massively improved tools for track
ing, estimating and evaluating development time and 
risks. In addition, Funcom now has a wealth of expert 
talent and experienced managers which puts us in a 
significantly better position than we were only a cou
ple of years ago. We are also competing in a market 
where fewer and fewer developers feel up to the task 
of embarking on large-scale MMO development - a 
situation that further emphasizes and strengthens 
Funcom's unique skill sets and experience. 

Last but not least, the market appears more and more 
eager for online entertainment in the form of MMOs. 
From the youngest customer segments to millions 
of adults, people spend more and more time online 
and are more and more eager to explore and experi
ence virtual worlds and massively multiplayer online 
games.Funcom's position as one of very few experi
enced large-scale MMO developers and publishers is 
stronger than ever. The competence gained through 
the development of both Age of Conan and our pro
prietary technology should enable us to compete and 
succeed in the exciting years ahead. 

And. of course, we are all looking forward to launch
ing Age of Conan. The signs are positive: The fan base 
is large and vocal, the press is enthusiastic, and we 
have made the best game we could make. We believe 
players across the world will enjoy the experience! 

Best regards 

Trond Arne Aas 
Chief Executive Officer, 
Funcom NV. 
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Now into its seventh year, Anarchy Online has continued to expand, develop and 
incorporate new and innovative business models to maintain its reputation as 
one of the most compelling and immersive MMO experiences available. 

Anarchy Online continued its success through 2007 
with new content and production updates for sub
scribers and free players alike. With hundreds of 
new arrivals to the world of Rubi-Ka each and every 
day through the 'free to play' model, the game has 
continued to thrive and build upon the elements that 
have ensured that it remains a popular and loyally 
supported MMO in today's competitive market. 

New gameplay elements have been delivered to play
ers more frequently and efficiently than ever before 
as a result of the production team's new content 
driven strategy. The proven and experienced tool 
base and support infrastructure have furthermore 

enabled the Anarchy Online team to ensure that 
players get new and exciting gameplay options avail
able ih order for them to continue to enjoy the game 
world like never before. 

Funcom's belief in finding new and innovative ways to 
adapt MMO business models has continued through 
2007 with several key initiatives. Q2 saw the launch 
of virtual concerts within the Anarchy Online game 
world delivered in cooperation with our partner 
Massive Incorporated. Major label artists now have 
an additional avenue to reach their primary demo
graphics through virtual worlds and Funcom aims to 
stay at the forefront of providing such venues. 
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Such events provide a way to tap into the strong 
existing social aspects of Anarchy Online. These 
initiatives provide important means for Funcom to 
maintain the profile of the title and the company 
through co-advertising and promotional activity to 
a wider market, getting the title mentioned in main
stream media like the New York Times and the Wall 
Street Journal. It has also served as a key 'proof of 
concept' for future similar initiatives and allowed 
us to develop key technological advantages for the 
future in what we are confident will be an important 
segment of the MMO space. 

In addition Q3 saw the launch of new payment 
options for players of Anarchy Online through a 
new 'paid points' system. This payment mechanism 
allows users to purchase special credits that can be 

used through the Company's billing system or in the 
game itself, to purchase virtual items. 

With the addition of these new and exciting revenue 
streams Anarchy Online remains on a firm footing 
moving into the future, and provides the Company 
with key learnings for future titles. With a dedicated 
and talented development team in place, the game is 
well positioned to maintain its place as the deepest 
and most engaging science fiction MMO on 
the market. 

More information about Anarchy Online can be 
found on www.anarchy-online.com 
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During 2007 Age oyConanAyborian Adventures has cemented its position in t] 
marketplace as onl of th^nos t highly anticipated massive online games in 
development. Th^ feedl^ack Funcom has gathered from both press and gamers 
shows that the prntiafy Celling points are reaching home: they want a mature 
role-playing experience that also challenges the genre's set standards, such as 
introducing real-time action combat. Funcom also responded to feedback by 
changing the combat and character development system to reduce the learning 
curve. The PC version is set to launch on May 20th 2008, while another version of 
the game set to launch on a later date will be developed for Microsoft's popular 
Xbox 360 gaming console. 

Not only did Age of Conan: Hyborian Adventures win 
the official and very prestigious "Best Online Game" 
award at the Games Convention 2007 in Germany -
one of the largest and most important gaming 
conventions in the world - it has also finally proven 
itself in a trial by fire where journalists from all over 
the world have been given the opportunity to play 
the game for great lengths of time in order to form 
their opinions. 

The response has been very positive and Age of 
Conan: Hyborian Adventures has received around 
twenty covers on gaming magazines around the 

world, with more to come. It also won the "Best 
Online Game" award from VdOSM, an association 
of the biggest games media in Germany. The mix of 
cutting edge graphics and a groundbreaking combat 
system never before seen in a massive online game 
has inspired journalists: "a new age for massive on
line games," wrote the editor of PC Jeux, one of the 
major gaming magazines in France, after having 
played it comprehensively in early 2007. 

The community surrounding Age of Conan: 
Hyborian Adventures also increased substantially. 
Funcom launched the sign-up process for the beta 
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test and newsletters, receiving over 500,000 appli
cations from gamers all over the world. The interest 
for the game is reaching new heights, continuing to 
gain momentum leading up to launch thanks to ex
tensive media coverage in both the US and Europe. 

Built on proprietary Funcom technology, the game 
is one of the first of its kind that features DirectX 
10 powered graphics developed together with engi
neers at the nVidia Corporation. Age of Conan: 
-lyborian Adventures is also a Windows Vista show-
rase title and is a central product in Microsoft's 
3ames for Windows line-up. 

Age of Conan: Hyborian Adventures is set in the rich 
world of Hyboria, basing itself on the successful 
Conan license that covers books, comics, movies and 
games. Being a massive online game it gives people 
from all over the world the chance to log in and ex
perience life in Hyboria together with thousands of 
other gamers simultaneously, urging them to coop
erate as they battle untold dangers in their quest for 
adventure. 

For more information about Age of Conan please 
visit www.ageofconan.com 
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THE SECRET WORLD 

Currently in an early stage of production, The Secret World is a massively 
multiplayer online game for the PC and Xbox 360, based on a Funcom developed 
and controlled brand, and set in the contemporary real world setting. 

Borrowing elements from popular legend, factual 
history, modern conspiracies and ancient mythol
ogy, the core development team has created a rich 
and exciting game world, and a deep and intriguing 
storyline encompassing thousands of years of human 
history. Combined with action-packed gameplay and 
outstanding visuals and audio. The Secret World is 
well positioned to be a major MMO brand in 
the future. 

By bringing the massively multiplayer online 
genre into a modern day setting, the game will 
potentially appeal to a huge audience of gamers. 
Utilizing Funcom's proprietary MMO technology, the 
Dreamworld engine. The Secret World is already in a 
playable state. The production will ramp up after the 
launch of Age of Conan, and Funcom anticipates to 
gradually transfer developers from one project to 
the other. 
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Vith The Secret World, Funcom wi 
he large Asian market. Funcom's Beijing office will 
ilay an essential role in the production of assets and 
rt for the game, and local designers will be consulted 
o ensure that the game fulfills the needs of different 
ultures. By utilizing technology from Age of Conan 
nd development processes, Funcom plans to utilize 
11 the synergies offered by a common development 
ilatform, relating to both the time and cost of devel-
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ECHNOLOGY 

The trademarked Dream World engine is the technological foundation on which 
Age of Conan, The Secret World and future Funcom MMO games will be built. 
This proprietary MMO engine gives Funcom a unique competitive advantage, and 
allows faster and more secure deployment of upcoming MMO games. 

As more and more companies are entering the attrac
tive MMO genre it becomes vital to stand out from the 
crowd in order to succeed. A part of the Funcom strat
egy has therefore been to develop and trademark a 
proprietary MMO engine. The Dream World engine 
eases the development and deployment process on 
future online games, while making sure Funcom con
trols the entire production pipeline internally. 
Not only does the Dream World engine allow Funcom 
to faster deploy new worlds, as shown by how fast a 
playable version of The Secret World was up and run
ning, it also means that Funcom has a potential sec
ondary revenue source through external technology 
licensing. The strength and current quality of the 
engine is best seen by the fact that Age of Conan was 
a showcase game for DX10 and the Windows Vista 
launch, as well as being a premier showcase game for 
Nvidia. 

The advantages of having proprietary technology 
catering for all aspects of MMO development are evi
dent. As there are no technologies or engines bought 
off the shelf which can fulfill all MMO needs, Funcom 
is uniquely positioned compared to new competitors 
entering market. 
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Funcom moves into casual gaming space with new online MM 

The casual gaming segment of the market is one 
of the fastest growing areas of online gaming and 
Funcom has now begun research and development of 
two casual MMO projects. 

Utilizing new technologies the company has begun 
the process of applying the Company's established and 
proven online infrastructure to this new and emerg
ing market. By aiming to provide accessible and fun 
game play content within an MMO environment with 
lower entry barriers Funcom plans to integrate exist
ing expertise and skill sets with the opportunities that 
these new platforms provide to open up exciting new 
markets with very promising return on investment. 

With a smaller team size and a shorter develop
ment cycle the Company intends to become a lead
ing independent developer of casual MMO offerings. 
Providing both a potential entry point for future 
generations of MMO gamers as well as allowing for 
new and exciting revenue opportunities unique to this 
high growth section of the online gaming market, this 
development aims to ensure that Funcom remains at 
the forefront of innovative online design. 
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Management Board 
FUNCOM'S BUSINESS AC 

The operational objective of the company, as stated 
in article 2 of the Articles of Association shall be to 
develop, market and carry on business in computer 
games, hereunder massively multiplayer online 
games, online role playing games and related games 
on electronic devices of different kinds. The finan
cial objective of the company is to maximize the 
return on investment to the shareholders. 

The strategy designed to achieve these objectives 
includes to take and grant licenses and other indus
trial property interests, assume commitments in the 
name of any enterprises with which it may be asso
ciated within a group of companies, to take finan
cial interests in such enterprises and to take any 
other action, such as but not limited to the granting 
of securities or the undertaking of obligations on 
behalf of third parties, which in the broadest sense 
of the term, may be related or contribute to the 
aforesaid objectives. 

The key parameters to be applied to the strategy are; 
number of players per game, churn of players in each 
game as well as the lifetime of the games. 

REVIEW OF FUNCOM'S FINANCIAL 
AND FINANCIAL RESULTS FOR 

Funcom's revenue for 2007 was TUSD 6.895 com
pared to TUSD 10.822 in 2006. The operating result 
for 2007 was TUSD -7.462 compared to TUSD - 3.220 
in 2006. Fully diluted earnings per share were USD 
0.04 compared to USD 0.07 in 2006. Funcom's equity 
stood at TUSD 92.147 at year end 2007, compared 
to TUSD 59.313 at year-end 2006. The group had 
cash at the end of 2007 of TUSD 52.366 compared to 
TUSD 37.423 at the end of 2006. The group's balance 
sheet has been strengthened in 2007, with proceeds 
from a private placement with net proceeds of 
MUSD 29,4. 

Funcom's accounts have been prepared on a going 
concern basis, and the Funcom group follows IFRS 
reporting. Going forward, Funcom will continue to 
invest heavily into its existing games and new games, 
and the company should be sufficiently financed 
to complete the projects that are in production. 
The company's research and development consists 
primarily of software development, game design 
and graphics investments, and for 2008 research ö 
development will increase compared to 2007, as the 
company plans to increase its development resources 
and number of employees. 

During 2007 Funcom continued its progress in the 
development of Age of Conan. The game received 
several important press awards and has emerged as 
one of the two most highly anticipated MMO games 
for 2008. The Secret World, Funcom's second full 
fledge MMO in development progressed and has now 
playable playfields in place. Funcom also initiated 
the development of a casual MMO in 2007. 

Plutolife, Funcom's mobile subsidiary continued its 
growth in usage, but this was however not satisfac
tory matched by revenue growth partly due to 
market penetration initiatives in the US. 

In 2007, the Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO) 
gaming market continued to grow, driven amongst 
other by the game World of Warcraft (Blizzard / 
Vivendi) which now has over 10 million subscrib
ers world wide. The success of this game has dem
onstrated the increasing size of the market, and 
particularly the competitiveness of MMO games 
compared to traditional single-player computer- 6 
console games. The World of Warcraft expansion 
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2007 and reported a ship-in of over 4 million copies 
and a sell-through of more than 2.3 million copies in 
the first 24 hours, breaking all historical records for 
PC games. The number of companies with the criti
cal mass and the skills required to be able to compete 
within the MMO segment remains limited, and there 
are still few large scale games being launched each 
year. 

This is due to the extensive experience and long 
time required to develop a new MMO game. In early 
2007. Sony Online Entertainment and Sigil launched 
their Vanguard MMO and received mixed reviews. 
Lord of the Rings Online from Turbine launched in 
April 2007 and received praise for the stability of 
the game. In the autumn of 2007, the Gods 6 Heroes 
MMO from game developer Perpetual was put on an 
indefinite hold. 

During the year, Funcom made significant progress 
with its upcoming titles Age of Conan and The Secret 
World. In addition, Funcom has maintained a stable 
player base on its existing MMO Anarchy Online. 
Funcom has also initiated development in the casual 
MMO area with titles yet to be announced. 

Funcom's key technology platform, the Dreamworld 
Technology, which is the basis for Age of Conan. The 
secret World and future MMOs, has during the past 
year been significantly upgraded, and is considered a 
strong competitive asset for the company. 

Funcom has during the past few years restructured 
the company and built a new platform for future 
growth and profitability. The Board expects, how
ever, a reduction in revenues in the next quarter 

from Age of Conan. which, due to the planned launch 
20 May 2008, will have its main financial impact 
from the second half of 2008 and onwards. 

As of 31 December 2007, the group employed 302 
employees. Funcom recognizes that its key assets 
are its employees and is committed to maintain a 
stimulating working environment that offers the 
opportunity for both personal- and professional 
development. This is also necessary to continue to 
attract and retain highly qualified employees within 
the gaming industry. 

Sick leave in the group is less than 3,8%. No serious 
work-related incidents or accidents have occurred 
or have been reported during the year. The working 
environment is good, and the company does not carry 
out activities that significantly pollute the environ
ment. The Group welcomes applications for employ
ment from all sectors of the community and strives 
to promote equality of opportunity in employment 
for all. 

The main principle of Funcom's shareholder policy 
is to maximize the return to shareholders over time. 
Funcom will ensure that information is communi
cated to the market equally and that the informa
tion provides an accurate view of the status of the 
company in material respects on an ongoing basis. 
The company has one class of shares and each share 
has one vote at General Meetings. At the end of 2007, 
Funcom had a share capital of TUSD 2.715 consisting 
of 52.769.625 shares with a nominal value of EUR 
0.04 per share. In addition, there are outstanding 
option programs of 1.358.200 options to subscribe to 
shares for employees in the company. 



CORPORATE GOVERN 

The Management Board believes that Funcom N.V. 
adheres to good practices in the field of financial 
reporting, governance and control, equal treatment 
of shareholders and other issues in the governance 
area. The Supervisory Board plays an independent 
role in relation to the Management Board. All shares 
have equal rights and shareholders have equal access 
to all material information published by Funcom via 
the Oslo Stock Exchange and the company's web-site 
www.funcom.com, including financial reports, pre
sentations, share information and presentation of 
the Supervisory Board. 

In terms of internal risk management and control 
systems, the company has made enhancements 
during 2007 and 2008. In 2007 Funcom proceeded 
with a risk analysis and discussed it with the 
Supervisory Board. The Company also set up an 
internal control structure that includes plans and 
budgets, separation of duties as well as authorization 
schemes. This was discussed with the Supervisory 
Board. During the year the Company did not receive 
or discover any indications that the controls were 
not effective. During the year it performed certain 
monitoring procedures such as high level reviews 
and comparisons to plans and budgets and this has 
confirmed the Company's view. As the company is 
continuing to grow and mature, Funcom's manage
ment will focus on improving its internal control 
structure and processes even further. Management 
believes that the internal control structures in place 
are adequate for Funcom's purposes. 

Funcom has in 2007 raised capital through a private 
placement, and is investing this capital in the launch 
of Age of Conan and to be able to pursue strategic 
opportunities if they should arise. The Company will 
therefore retain its surplus cash in the Company. 

The Management Board proposes that the net 
profit for 2007 of Funcom N.V. amounting to TUSD 
2,318 should be used to increase Other Equity. Total 
Equity after the results for 2007 is TUSD 92.085. The 
Management Board does not propose payment of 
a dividend. 

After the balance sheet date there have been 3 sub
sequent events that are detailed in Note 28 in the 
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements in 
this Annual Report. 

Dubendorf, 13 March 2008 

• ^ J ^ 
Trond Arne Aas 

There are no defense mechanisms against take-over 
bids in the Company's Articles of Association, nor 
have other measures been implemented to limit the 
opportunity to acquire shares in the Company. 

Jan Inge Torgersen 
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.eport ot the 
Supervisory Board of Directors 

We hereby present you with the Annual Report for 
2007, including the annual financial statements 
as were drawn up by the Management Board. The 
annual financial statements have been examined by 
the externalauditors Mazars Paardekooper Hoffman 
NV who have issued an unqualified audit opinion 
which is shown in this Annual Report. We have dis
cussed the Annual Report with the Management 
Board in the presence of the auditors. On the basis 
of these discussions we state that the Annual Report 
provides the necessary basis for the release and 
discharge of the Supervisory Board in respect of its 
accountability and supervisory function. 

RESULTS AND STRATEGIC POSI 

Funcom's revenue for 2007 was TUSD 6.895 com
pared to TUSD 10.822 in 2006. The operating result 
for 2007 was TUSD -7.462 compared to TUSD - 3.220 
in 2006. Fully diluted earnings per share were USD 
0,04 compared to USD 0.07 in 2006. Funcom's equity 
stood at TUSD 92.147 at year end 2007, compared 
to TUSD 59.313 at year-end 2006. The group had 
cash at the end of 2007 of TUSD 52.366 compared to 
TUSD 37.423 at the end of 2006. The group's balance 
sheet has been strengthened in 2007, with proceeds 
from a private placement with net proceeds of TUSD 
29,372. 

In 2007, the Company delayed the launch of its new 
title. Age of Conan, but it is entering 2008 with the 
game being listed on top or among the top online 
PC titles scheduled for release in 2008 in several 
publications. Whilst the Supervisory Board was 
disappointed with the delay of Age of Conan, it has 
also registered the progress made during the year, 
with Funcom proving that high game quality and 
strong management are inherent capabilities of 
the Company. The Board believes the company has 
o o t a K l i o h o H a V i o a l t h w n l a t f o r m f r \ r f n t n r o nrowri-Vi 

despite of the inherent risk associated with such 
development projects. 

The Supervisory Board is responsible for monitor
ing and advising the Management Board, adopt 
the Company's strategy and perform the requisite 
control functions. The Supervisory Board sets the 
objectives for financial structure and adopts the 
Company's plans and budgets. Items of major stra
tegic or financial importance for the Company are 
handled by the Supervisory Board. The Supervisory 
Boardhas discussedboth its own functioning and that 
of its individual members and finds that the current 
structure and processes in place are satisfactory. It 
has also discussed the composition and functioning 
of the Management Board and has full confidence in 
its current composition. The Supervisory Board has 
furthermore been presented with a risk overview 
for the Company and believes that the risk level in 
Funcom is acceptable. During the year it has regu
larly had discussions with the Management Board 
regarding corporate strategy. 

Knowledge and experience in the financial, legal, 
economic, organizational and marketing fields. 
Experience in managing or supervising the 
management of a listed company. 
Knowledge of, experience in and affinity with the 
gaming industry. 
Knowledge of and experience with working in an 
international environment. 
The ability, also in terms of available time, to moni
tor and stimulate the general course of affairs 
within the company in a prompt and effective man
ner and to provide the CEO and the Management 
Board with advice relating to the formulation and 
execution of the company policy. 
No conflicts of interests at the time 



annual remuneration report for 2007 to the rest of 
the Supervisory Board. The established remunera
tion policy has been followed during the year. In 2008 
an updated remuneration policy will be presented to 
the AGM to reflect the Supervisory Board's option of 
allocating performance bonus to key employees. The 
total remuneration of the Management Board con
sists of the following elements: 

• A fixed element: annual salary and 
vacation allowance. 

• A variable element: options and bonus 
• Pension and other benefits 
The Company's complete remuneration policy can be 
found on www.funcom .com. 

(born 1957, male, French, 1st term, member sinci 
2006) Mr. Cassius is the co-founder and Director o: 
YoYo Games Ltd, a start up company who launchec 
www.yoyogames.com in 2007, the largest usei 
generated casual game site. Prior to joining YoYc 
games, Mr. Cassius served as the European manag
ing Director of Fun Technologies and the Senioi 
Director of Platform and Marketing for Microsoft': 
Xbox business in EMEA. He also spent seven year: 
at Electronic Arts, where he led EA.com, Electronic 
Art's online gaming business in Europe where h( 
launched Ultima Online, one of the first MMOG's ir 
Europe. Mr. Cassis holds 50.000 share options in 
the Company. Mr. Cassius lives in London, UK. 

The following professionals served on the 
Supervisory Board year-end, 2007: 

Torleif Ahlsand, Chairman of the Supervisory Board 
(born 1966, male, Norwegian, 2nd term, member 
since 2005) Mr. Ahlsand is a General Partner in 
Northzone Ventures that controls 9.449.175 shares 
in the Company and is hence not viewed as indepen
dent. Torleif Ahlsand also controls 31,500 shares 
in Funcom shares through his company Brownske 
Bevegelser AS. Prior to Northzone, Mr. Ahlsand was 
VP Corporate Finance in Handelsbanken Securities 
and a corporate development executive in Orkla 
ASA. Mr. Ahlsand also has a professional technical 
background as a research scientist at CERN out
side Geneva and as a telecommunications engineer 
in NERA ASA. Mr. Ahlsand holds a M.Sc. degree in 
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science from 
NTNU (1991) and an MBA with Honors from IMD in 
Switzerland (1997). Mr. Ahlsand lives in 
Islo, Norway 

Hans Peter Jebsen, 
(born 1957, male, Norwegian, 2nd term, member 
since 2005) Mr. Jebsen has several years experience 
from the shipping industry in the US, South East Asia 
and Europe. He holds a number of board positions in 
shipping companies. Mr. Jebsen lives in Oslo, Norway 
and is not viewed as independent as he and his affili
ates hold 12.058.075 shares in the Company through 
Stelt N.V. and Tom Dahl AS. 

Pieter van Tol, .: 
(born 1964, male, Dutch, 2nd term, member since 
2005) Mr. van Tol is the owner and a managing direc
tor of Temmes Management Services B.V., a financial 
consultancy firm. Temmes Management Services 
B.V. sells services related to legal and tax matters 
to Funcom and other clients, and he is therefore not 
regarded as independent. He is a board member of 
several companies in Switzerland, the Netherlands 
and Luxembourg. Mr. van Tol lives in Kiisnacht, 
Switzerland, and holds 500 shares in the Company 
Mr. van Tol is also a Director in Funcom GmbH, 
Funcom Sales GmbH, Funcom Beijing GmbH. 
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^iaus nojDjerg/vnoersen, 
(born 1965, male Danish, 2nd term, member since 
2005) Mr. Hojbjerg Andersen is a General Partner of 
Nordic Venture Partners that holds 5.208.325 shares 
in the Company. He has been with Nordic Venture 
Partners since the start in early 2000 and has over 
the years focused mostly on enterprise software and 
internet related investments. Prior to joining Nordic 
Ventures Partners he had an international career in 
the financial industry in the areas of asset manage
ment, research and sale through working for Danske 
Capital (Copenhagen), Nordea (Luxembourg) and 
Enskilda Securities (London). Mr. Hojbjerg Andersen 
holds a B.Comm. degree in Credit and Finance from 
Copenhagen Business School. Mr. Hojbjerg Andersen 
lives in Copenhagen, Denmark. 

The Supervisory Board has appointed a Remuneration 
Committee and an Audit Committee. The Remunera
tion Committee consists of Mr. Jebsen (chairman) and 
Mr. Ahlsand (member) and has conducted 2 meetings 
during 2007 with remuneration of the Management 
Board and the allocation of the Options Programme 
as the main agenda points. The Audit Committee 
consists of Mr. van Tol (chairman) and Mr. Hojbjerg 
Andersen (member), and has conducted 5 meetings 
during 2007 with accounting policies, risk manage
ment and control as well as approval of financials as 
the main agenda points. 

Dubendorf, 13 March 2008 
The Supervisory Board 
of Directors in Funcom N.V. 

Kh 
Torleif Ahlsand, Chairman 

Michel Cassius Pieter van Tol, Vice-Chairman^ 

A^» 
Claus Hojbjerg Andersen 
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uncom N.V. 
Consolidated 
Income Statement 
for the year ended December 31,2007 

Revenue 

Cost of sales 

Personnel expenses 

General and administrative expenses 

Depreciation, amortization and 

impairment losses 

Other operating expenses 

Operating expenses 

Operating result 

Share of profit of associate 

Finance income 

Finance expenses 

Result before income tax 

Income tax (expense) / income 

Result for the period 

ittributable to: 

quity holders of Funcom N.V. 

Minority interest 

Result for the period 

asic earnings per share (US dollars) 

fluted earnings per share (US dollars) 

-5 903 

-4 806 

-1635 

10 822 

-4 438 

-4164 

-4182 

-2 013 

-14 357 

-1216 

-14 042 

-805 

-6612 

-7 462 -3 220 -1321 

163 600 

2 001 

2164 

2318 

-154 

2164 

2 636 

3 236 

3 347 

-111 

3 236 

-1482 

6 

-1476 

-1558 

82 

-1476 

Certain comparatives were reclassified to conform to the current period's presentation. 

20 121 



Funcom N.V. 
Consolidated Balance Sheet 
As at December 31,2007 

ASSETS 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS 

Deferred tax asset 

Intangible assets 

Equipment 

Long term receivables 

35 697 19 698 

Total non current assets 44 841 23 264 

CURRENT ASSETS 

Trade receivables 

Prepayments and other receivables 

Cash and cash equivalents 

Total current assets 

13 

14 

2 067 

52 366 

55 410 

1612 

37 423 

40 274 

Total assets 100 251 63 538 
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^•uncom 
Consolidated Balance Sheet 
As at December 31, 2007 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 

Share capital 

Share premium 

Translation reserves 

Retained earnings 

Equity attributable to equity holders 

of Funcom 

Minority interest 

Total equity 

Non-current liabilities 

T.nno tprm Hpht 

2715 

121669 

682 

-32 981 

92 085 

62 

15 92147 

74 ] 618 

2006 

2 522 

91920 

185 

-35 510 

59 117 

196 

59 313 

n 

Total non-current liablities 

CURRENT LIABILITIES 

Trade payables 

Deferred income 

Income tax liability 

Provisions 

Other short term liabilities 

Total current liabilities 

Total liabilities 

Total equity and liabilities 



Funcom i> 
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows 
for the year ended December 31, 2007 

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 

Profit before income tax 

Adjustments for: 

Depreciation, amortization and impairment losses 

Share-based payments 

Finance income/expense 

Effect of exchange rate fluctuations 

Change in trade receivables 

Change in trade payables 

Change in other current assets and liabilities 

Cash generated from operations 

Interest received 

Interest paid 

Income taxes 

Net cash from operating activities 

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 

Acquisition of subsidiary, net of cash acquired 

Purchase of equipment 

Investment in intangible assets 

Change in long term receivables 

Purchase of shares in subsidiary 

Net cash used in investing activities 

-1174 

-16253 

-18 055 

-11167 

-12 347 

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES 

Net proceeds from issue of share capital 

Proceeds from borrowings 

Payment of finance lease liabilities 

Net cash from financing activities 

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 

Effect of exchange rate fluctuations 

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period 

29 372 

37 423 

19 787 

-291 

29237 

8 595 

6 348 

0 

19787 

7 726 

3 317 

26 380 



•uncom. 
Consolidated Statement of 
recognized income and expense 
for the year ended December 31, 2007 

Foreign exchange translation difference 

Net income recognized directly in equity 

Result for the period 

Total recognized income and expense for the period 

Attributable to: 

Equity holders of Funcom N.V. 

Minority interest 

Total recognized income and expense for the period 
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Funcom r 
Notes to the Consolidate 
Financial Statements 

)RATE INFORMA 

Funcom N.V. ("Group" or the "Company") is a lim
ited company registered in The Netherlands. The 
CompanyisincorporatedinKatwijk.TheNetherlands. 
The Group's head office is in Neugutstrasse 66,8600 
Dubendorf, Switzerland.The Company is listed on the 
Oslo Stock exchange under the ticker "FUNCOM" 

The objectives of the company as stated in the 
Articles of Association, are to develop, market and 
carry on business in computer games, hereunder 

The Group prepared its first consolidate 
statements under IFRS for the year ended 
December 31, 2005. 

I I IPKVIl ! i4Vi 

playing games and related games on electronic 
devices of different kinds, to take and grant licenses 
and other industrial property interests, assume com
mitments in the name of any enterprises with which 
it may be associated within a group of companies, to 
take financial interests in such enterprises and to 
take any other action, such as but not limited to the 
granting of securities or the undertaking of obliga
tions on behalf of third parties, which in the broad
est sense of the term, may be related or contribute to 
the aforesaid objects. 

The consolidated financial statements of the 
Company for the year ended December 31, 2007, 
comprise the Company and its subsidiaries (the 
Group). 

The consolidated financial statements were autho
rized for issue by the Supervisory Board on March 
13,2008. 

2.1 Basis of preparation 
tatement of compliance 

The consolidated financial statements have been 
prepared in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) as approved by the 
European Union and its interpretations adopted by 
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). 

The consolidated financial statements are pre
sented in US dollars (USD), rounded to thousands. 
In the future US dollars will remain as the main cur
rency in the Groups economic environment, due to 
an expected majority of US dollars revenues and an 
increasing cost level in US dollars. 

The consolidated financial statements are presented 
on a historical cost basis unless otherwise stated in 
these accounting policies. 

Estimates and judgments 
The preparation of financial statements in con
formity with IFRS requires management to make 
judgments, estimates and assumptions that affect 
the application of policies and reported amounts of 
assets, liabilities, income and expenses. The esti
mates and associated assumptions are based on his
torical experience and various other factors that are 
believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, 
the results of which form the basis of the making the 
judgments about carrying values of assets and liabili
ties that are not readily apparent from other sources, 
Actual results may differ from these estimates. 

The estimates and underlying assumptions are 
reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to account
ing estimates are recognized in the period in which 
the estimates are revised if the revision af 
only that period or in the period of the revisio 
future periods if the revision affects both cr 
and future periods. 

Judgments made by the management in the ap 
tion of IFRS that have significant effect on the 1 
cial statements and estimates with a significan 
of material adjustment in the next year are dis 
in note 27. 



The accounting policies have been applied consis
tently by group entities. The accounting policies are 
the same as those applied in the consolidated finan
cial statements for the year ended December 31, 
2006, except for the fact that the Group as of January 
1,2007 adopted IFRS 7. 

Adoption of new standards in 2008 or later 
The IASB and the IFRIC have issued a number of new 
and amended standards and interpretations that are 
effective for financial periods beginning on or after 
January 1,2008, or later. The impact of all these stan
dards and interpretations has not yet been system
atically analyzed, but none of these standards and 
interpretations are expected to have a significant 
impact on the consolidated financial statements. 

2.2 Basis of consolidation 
Subsidiaries 
Subsidiaries are entities controlled by the Company. 
Control exists when the Company has the power, 
directly or indirectly, to govern the financial and 
operating policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits 
from its activities. Control normally exists when the 
Group owns, either directly or indirectly, more than 
50% of the shares in another entity. Subsidiaries are 
included in the consolidated financial statements 
from the date the control effectively commences 
until the date control ceases. 

Foreign currency transactions 
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated 
at the exchange rate at the date of the transaction. 
Monetary assets and liabilities in foreign currencies 
are translated at the exchange rate at the balance 
sheet date. Non-monetary assets and liabilities in 
foreign currencies that are stated at historical cost 
are translated at the exchange rate at the date of the 
transaction. Non-monetary assets and liabilities in 
foreign currencies that are stated at fair value are 
translated at the exchange rate at the date the val
ues were determined. All foreign exchange gains and 
losses arising on translation are recognized in the 
income statement. 

Foreign operations 
Year-end financial statements of consolidated enti
ties are prepared in their respective functional 
currencies and translated into USD (the Group's 
reporting currency) as of year-end. Assets and lia
bilities of the foreign operations, including goodwill 
and fair value adjustments arising on consolidation, 
are translated at the exchange rates at the balance 
sheet date. The revenues and expenses of foreign 
operations are translated at rates approximating 
the exchange rates at the dates of the transactions. 
Foreign exchange differences arising on transla
tion of foreign operations are recognized directly in 
equity in the translation reserve. 

The purchase method is applied when accounting for 
business combinations. 

Inter-company transactions 
Inter-company balances and unrealized income and 
expenses arising from intra-group transactions are 
eliminated in full. Unrealized gains arising from 
transactions with associates are eliminated against 
the investment to the extent of the Group's share in 
the investment. Unrealized losses are eliminated in 
the same way, but only to the extent that there is no 
evidence of impairment. 

If a loan is made to a foreign operation and the loan 
in substance forms part of the Group's investment in 
the foreign operation, foreign exchange differences 
arising on the loan are also recognized directly in 
equity. On disposal of a foreign operation, exchange 
differences recognized in equity are recognized in 
the income statement as part of the gain or loss on 
disposal. 
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2.4 Revenue recognition 

Online subscription income, royalty income, 
income from mobile phone services and advertis
ing income are currently the Group's significant 
sources of revenue. 

Revenue is recognized when it is probable that 
the economic benefits of a transaction will flow to 
the entity, the revenue can be measured reliably 
and the costs are identified and can be measured 
reliably. Revenue is measured at the fair value of 
consideration received or receivable, net of value 
added tax, discounts, and returns. 

Subscription income is generated when custom
ers purchase upfront access time for our product 
'Anarchy Online'. Subscription income is mainly 
collected from credit cards and is recognized gross 
of credit card charges. Revenue from subscrip
tions is recognized over the subscription period 
which is from the date of subscription purchase 
until subscription end, normally 1 - 1 2 months. At 
balance date revenue not recognized in the income 
statement is recognized as deferred revenue and 
presented in the balance sheet as a liability. 

Revenue from contracts involving work performed 
by the Group with contingent deliverables is rec
ognized in the income statement when the out
come of a transaction can be estimated reliably. 
The outcome of a transaction can normally not be 
estimated reliably until the contracts are fulfilled. 
Until recognition in the income statement of such 
revenue can take place, revenue is recognized as 
deferred revenue and presented in the balance 
sheet as a liability. 

Revenue from the sale of goods is recognized in 
the income statement when the significant risks 
ind rewards of ownership have been transferred 
o the buyer, which is normally when delivery has 
aken place. 

Revenues from license and royalty agreements 
with a minimum non-refundable guaranteed 
advance is recognized at the delivery of the prod
uct. Per copy royalties on sales that exceed the 
guaranteed minimum amount is recognized as the 
licensees report unit sales. If publishers cancel 
software license agreements during the product's 
development stage, non-refundable advances or 
minimum guaranteed royalty fees are recognized 
as revenue. 

Revenue from Mobile phone services is recognized 
upon usage of the service. 

Subsidies from the authorities are not recognized 
until there is reasonable assurance that it will be 
received and that the Group will comply with the 
conditions attaching to it. Subsidies that compensate 
the Group for the costs of an asset are recognized as 
a deduction from the asset that the subsidy is meant 
to cover, and are recognized in the income state
ment over the life of the amortizable asset by way of 
a reduced amortization charge. Grants that compen
sate the Group for expenses incurred are recognized 
as revenue in the income statement on a systematic 
basis in the same periods in which the expenses 
are recognized. 

Finance income 
Finance income comprises interest receivable on 
funds invested and foreign currency gains. Interest 
income is recognized in the income statement as 
they accrue, using the effective interest method. 

tal management 
The Supervisory Board policy is to maintain a strong 
capital base so as to maintain investor, creditor and 
market confidence and to sustain future develop
ment of the business. The Supervisory Board moni
tors the return on capital, which the Group defines 
as net operating income divided by total sharehold
ers' equity, excluding minority interests. 
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to subscribe for shares in the Company are an effec
tive incentive for the Funcom Group's employees and 
board members. The Company has therefore estab
lished a share incentive program in order to stimu
late continued growth and further development of 
the Group's business. 

There were no changes in the group's approach to 
capital management during the year. 

Neither Funcom N.V. nor any of its subsidiaries are 
subject to externally imposed capital requirements. 

2.5 Expenses 

Leases where substantially all the risks and rewards 
of ownership are effectively retained by the lessor 
are classified as operating leases. Lease payments 
are recognized in the income statement on a straight 
line basis over the term of the lease. Lease incentives 
received are recognized in the income statement as 
an integral part of the total lease expense. 

Finance expenses 
Finance expenses comprise interest payable on 
borrowings calculated using the effective interest 
method and foreign currency losses. 

2.6 Income tax 
The tax expense consists of current and deferred 
tax. Income tax expense is recognized in the income 
statement except to the extent that it relates to 
items recognized directly in equity, in which case it 
is recognized in equity. 

Current tax is the expected tax payable on the tax
able income for the year, using tax rates enacted or 
substantially enacted at the reporting date, and any 
adjustment to tax payable in respect of previous 

eferred tax is recognized using the balance shee 
liability method, providing for temporary differ
ences between the carrying amounts of assets am 
liabilities for financial reporting purposes and th' 
amounts used for taxation purposes. Deferred tax/ 
tax assets are calculated on all taxable temporary 
differences, with the exception of: 

• the initial recognition of goodwill, 
• the initial recognition of assets or liabilities in 

a transaction that is not a business combination 
and that affects neither accounting nor taxable 
profit, and 

• differences relating to investments in subsidiaries 
to the extent that they will probably not reverse 
in the foreseeable future. 

Deferred tax is measured at the tax rates that are 
expected to be applied to the temporary differences, 
based on the laws that have been enacted or substan
tively enacted by the reporting date. 

Deferred tax assets are recognized only when it is 
probable that an entity will have sufficient profits 
for tax purposes to utilize the tax asset. At each bal
ance sheet date, the Group carries out a review of its 
unrecognized deferred tax assets and the value of the 
deferred tax assets it has recognized. Unrecognized 
deferred tax assets from previous periods are recog
nized to the extent that it has become probable that 
an entity can utilize the deferred tax asset. Similarly, 
an entity will reduce its deferred tax assets to the 
extent that it is no longer probable that the related 
tax benefit can be utilized. 

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized at 
their nominal value and classified as non-current 
assets and liabilities in the balance sheet. 

2.7 Intangible assets 
Intangible assets are recognized in the balance sheet 
if it is probable that the future economic benefits 
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to the Group, and the asset's cost can be reliably 
estimated. 

The Group does not have any intangible assets 
with indefinite useful lives, other than goodwill. 
Amortization methods, useful lives and any residual 
values are reassessed at the reporting date. 

Subsequent expenditure on capitalized intangible 
assets is capitalized only when it increases the future 
economic benefits embodied in the specific asset to 
which it relates. All other expenditure is expensed 
as incurred. 

Goodwill arises on acquisition of subsidiaries and 
associates. Goodwill represents the excess of the 
cost of the acquisition over the Group's interest in 
the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabili
ties and contingent liabilities of the acquiree. When 
the excess is negative (negative goodwill), it is recog
nized immediately in the income statement. 

Goodwill is stated at cost less any accumulated 
impairment losses. Goodwill is allocated to cash-gen
erating units and is tested annually for impairment. 
In respect of associates, goodwill is included in the 
carrying amount of the investment in the associate. 

company's operations; 
• the asset will generate future economic benefits; 

and 
• sufficient technical, financial and other resources 

for completing the project are present. 

When all the above criteria are met, the costs relating 
to development start to be capitalized. Capitalized 
development expenditure is stated at cost less accu
mulated amortization and impairment losses. 
Development costs are amortized from the date 
that they are available for use and according to the 
expected economic benefits, normally between 
2 - 5 years. 

Inefficiencies are tracked on a regular basis and 
identified inefficiencies related to an internally gen
erated intangible asset will be expensed when iden
tified. In addition an overall evaluation is performed 
by the end of each financial year. 

Technology 
Technology that is acquired and further improved by 
the Group is stated at cost less accumulated amorti
zation and impairment losses. Amortization is rec
ognized in the income statement on a straight-line 
basis over the estimated useful lives ranging from 2 
to 5 years. 

Costs relating to research are recognized in the 
income statement when incurred. Expenses relating 
to development, such as labor cost, material costs 
and directly attributable overheads are recognized 
in the income statement when they are incurred 
unless the following criteria are met: 

• the product or process is clearly defined and 
the cost elements can be identified and 
measured reliably; 

• t h o t o r h n i r a l Qnlntinn fnr t h e n rn r ln r t hpiQ hppn 

Patents a seg 
Patents and licenses that are acquired by the Group 
are stated at cost less accumulated amortization and 
impairment losses. Amortization is recognized in 
the income statement on a straight-line basis over 
the estimated useful lives ranging from 2 to 5 years 
and starts when the acquired assets are available for 
use. Capitalized patents and licenses that are not yet 
available for use are tested for impairment 
every year. 



Costs to purchase new computer software programs 
are recognized in the balance sheet as an intangible 
asset provided the software does not form an integral 
part of the related hardware. Software is stated at 
cost less accumulated amortization and impairment 
losses. Software is amortized using the straight-line 
method over 3- 5 years. 

2.8 Equipment 
Equipment is stated at cost less accumulated depre
ciation and impairment losses. When assets are sold, 
the gross carrying amount and accumulated depre
ciation and impairment losses are derecognized, 
and any gain or loss on the sale is recognized in the 
income statement. 

ihe useful lives and depreciation method are 
assessed at each reporting date. The same applies to 
the residual value, if not insignificant. 

Financial leases 
Leases in terms of which the Group assumes substan
tially all the risks and rewards of ownership are clas
sified as finance leases. Upon initial recognition the 
leased asset is measured at an amount equal to the 
lower of its fair value and the present value of the 
minimum lease payments. Financial lease payments 
are recognized in the balance sheet as reduced liabil
ity and in the profit and loss as interest expense on 
the related liability. Capitalized tangible fixed assets 
relating to the lease are depreciated over the profit 
and loss account. 

The cost of equipment includes the purchase price, 
any duties/taxes and directly attributable costs 
required to get the asset ready for use. 

Where parts of an item of property, plant and equip
ment have different useful lives, they are accounted 
for as separate items of equipment. 

Subsequent costs 
The cost of replacing a part of an item of equipment 
is recognized in the carrying amount of the item 
if it is probable that the future economic benefits 
embodied with the item will flow to the Group and 
the cost can be measured reliably. All other costs are 
recognized in the income statement as incurred. 

Depreciation 
Depreciation is charged to the income statement 
using the straight-line method over estimated use
ful lives of the item of equipment. Estimated useful 
lives are as follows: 

2.9 Impairment of intangible assets and equipment 
The carrying amounts of the Group's assets, other 
than intangible assets and equipment, are reviewed 
at each balance sheet date to determine whether 
there is any indication of impairment. If any such 
indication exists, the asset's recoverable amount is 
estimated. 

available for use, the recoverable amount is esti
mated at each balance sheet date. 

An impairment loss is recognized whenever the car
rying amount of an asset or its cash generating unit 
exceeds its recoverable amount. A cash-generating 
unit is the smallest identifiable asset group that 
generates cash flows that are largely independent 
from other assets and groups. Impairment losses 
recognized in respect of cash-generating units are 
allocated first to reduce the carrying amount of any 
goodwill allocated to cash-generating units (group 
of units) and then, to reduce the carrying amount of 
the other assets in the unit (group of units) on a pro 
rata basis. Impairment losses are recognized in the 
income statement. 
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The recoverable amount of intangible assets and 
equipment is the greater of their fair value less 
costs to sell and value in use. In assessing value in 
use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted 
to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate 
that reflects current market assessments of the time 
value of money and the risks specific to the asset. For 
an asset that does not generate largely independent 
cash inflows, the recoverable amount is determined 
for the cash-generating unit to which the 
asset belongs. 

Reversals of impairment losses 
An impairment loss in respect of goodwill is not 
reversed. In respect of other intangible assets and 
equipment, impairment losses recognized in prior 
periods are assessed at each reporting date for any 
indications that an impairment loss has decreased 
or no longer exists. An impairment loss is reversed 
if there has been a change in the estimates used to 
determine the recoverable amount. An impairment 
loss is reversed only to the extent that the asset's car
rying amount does not exceed the carrying amount 
that would have been determined, net of deprecia
tion or amortization, if no impairment loss had 
been recognized 

2.10 Financial instruments 
The Group has chosen not to use any financial instru
ments to hedge its exposure to foreign exchange and 
interest rate risks arising from operational, financing 
and investment activities. Due to the international 
structure of the Group, the Company has signifi
cant position in other currencies than the USD as for 
example Norwegian kroner. The Group evaluates its 
currency risk on an ongoing basis. See note 24. 
The Group also does not invest in equity or 
debt securities. 

Trade receivables are stated at their amortized cost 
using the effective interest method, less impairment 
losses. The interest element is disregarded if it is 
insignificant. 

Should there be objective evidence of a decline in 
value of a receivable, the difference between the car
rying amount and the present value of future cash 
flows, discounted by the receivable amount's original 
effective interest rate, is recognized as a loss. 

Receivables with a short duration are not discounted. 
Individually significant financial assets are tested 
for impairment on an individual basis. The remaining 
financial assets are assessed collectively in groups 
that share similar credit risk characteristics. 

2.12 Cash and cash equivalents 
Cash includes cash in hand and at bank. Cash equiva
lents comprise call deposits with a term of less than 
90 days from the date of acquisition. 

2.13 Equity 
Costs of equity transactions 
Transaction costs relating to an equity transaction 
are recognized directly in equity after deducting tax 
expenses. Only transaction costs directly linked to the 
equity transaction are recognized directly in equity. 

Dividends 
Dividends are recognized as a liability in the period 
in which they are declared. 

2.14 Employee benefits 
ontributionplan 

The Group has defined contribution pension plan 
according to the mandatory arrangements applicable 
in the entities country of incorporation. Obligations 
for contributions to defined contribution pension 
plans are recognized as an expense in the income 
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i he Group does not have any defined benefit plans. 

^of it-sharing and bonus plans 
A provision is recognized for an undiscounted 
amount expected to be paid under bonus or profit-
sharing plans if the Group has a present legal or con
structive obligation to pay this amount as a result of 
past service provided by the employee and the obli
gation can be estimated reliably. 

Share-based payment transactions 
The share option program allows management and 
key personnel to acquire shares of the Company. The 
fair value of the options granted is recognized as an 
employee expense with a corresponding increase in 
equity. The fair value is measured at grant date and 
spread over the period during which the employee 
becomes unconditionally entitled to the options. The 
fair value of the options granted is measured using 
the Black-Scholes model, taking into account the 
terms and conditions as set forth in the share option 
program. The amount recognized as an expense 
is adjusted to reflect the actual number of shares 
options that vest except where forfeiture is only due 
to share price not achieving the threshold 
for vesting. 

2.15 Loans and borrowings 
Loans and borrowings are recognized initially at fair 
value less attributable transaction costs. Subsequent 
to initial recognition, loans and borrowings are 
stated at amortized cost using the effective 
interest method. 

2.16 Provisions 
Provisions are recognized when, and only when, the 
Group has a present legal or constructive obligation 
as a result of a past event that can be estimated reli
ably, and it is probable that an outflow of economic 
benefits will be required to settle the obligation. 

and their level reflects the best estimate of the lia
bility. If the effect is material, provisions are deter
mined by discounting the expected future cash fiowE 
at a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assess
ments of the time value of money and, where appro 
priate, the risks specific to the liability. 

2.17 Trade and other payables 
Trade and other payables are stated at nominal value 

2.18 Non-current assets held for sale 
Non-current assets (or disposal groups comprising 
assets and liabilities) that are expected to be recov 
ered primarily through sale rather than througl 
continuing use are classified as held for sale 
Immediately before classification as held for sale 
the assets (or components of a disposal group) are re 
measured in accordance with the Group's accounting 
policies. Thereafter the assets or disposal group arc 
measured at the lower of their carrying amount anc 
fair value less costs to sell. Impairment losses or 
initial classification as held for sale and subsequen 
gains or losses on re-measurement are included ir 
the income statement. Gains are not recognized ii 
excess of the cumulative impairment loss. 

2.19 Segments 
A segment is a distinguishable component of th( 
Group that is engaged either in providing product 
or services (business segments), or in providing prod 
ucts or services within a particular economic envi 
ronment (geographical segment), which is subject tt 
risks and rewards that are different from those o 
other segments. 

In the segment reporting, intra-group balances am 
transactions between group entities within a singl 
segment are eliminated in determining reportabl 
amounts for each segment. 
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Contingent liabilities are: 
• possible obligations resulting from past events 

whose existence depends on future events, 
• obligations that are not recognized because it 

is not probable that they will lead to an outflow 
of resources, or 

• obligations that cannot be measured with 
sufficient reliability. 

Contingent liabilities are not recognized in the con
solidated financial statements apart from contingent 
liabilities which are assumed in a business combina
tion. Contingent liabilities are disclosed, with the 
exception of contingent liabilities where an outflow 
of benefits is only remote. 

A contingent asset is not recognized in the consoli
dated financial statements, but is disclosed when an 
inflow of benefits is considered more likely than not. 

The Group is a consumer entertainment software 
company that develops a wide variety of entertain
ment software products for video game consoles, 
personal computers and other internet-connected 
hardware platforms. The Company has 3 new games 
in development and is operating one live Massively 
Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG), 'Anarchy Online'. 
In addition the Group develops and sells services for 
mobile phones. 

Segment information is presented in respect of the 
Group's business segment. The business segments, is 
determined with information from the Group's man
agement and the internal reporting structure. 

iiaoiimes mciuae items 
directly attributable to a segment as well as those that 
can be allocated on a reasonable basis. Unallocated 
items comprise mainly investments loans and bor
rowings and related expenses and income tax assets 
and liabilities. Segment capital expenditure is the 
total cost incurred during the period to acquire seg
ment assets that are expected to be used for more 
than one period. 

Business segments 
The Group comprises the following two business 
segments: 

• Mobile: develops and sells services for 
portable consumer electronic devices. 

• PC and Console: develops, maintains and sells 
games for PCs and consoles. 

The Mobile segment is organized in separate entities 
(Plutolife AS with subsidiary). 

Inter-segment pricing is determined on an arm's 
length basis. 



Business segment: 

Revenue from 
external customers 

Total segment revenue 

Operating result 

Total assets 

Total debt 

Capital expenditure 

Depreciation and amortization 

Impairment losses 

HM 

Unallocated assets consist of surplus cash and deferred tax assets. 
There have been no significant inter-segment transactions. 

Geographical segments 
In general the Group sells its products online to customers all over the world through centralized entities. Presented 
below is a table that divides the Group's revenue on the Group's main geographical areas. It is difficult to identify seg
ments assets and capital expenditures relating to geographical segments in a consistent and reliable way that will 
contribute to a better understanding of the Group's operations. The management has therefore chosen not to disclose 
segment assets and capital expenditures in accordance with IAS 14.15. 

REVENUE 

North America 

Europe 

Rest of the world 

Total revenue 

i 
6 895 

29% 

68% 

3% i 
10 822 

37% 

60% 

3% i 40% 

57% 

3% 

5 291 

Online revenue 

Offline revenue 

Mobile revenue 

Total revenue 

E 
50% 

17% 

33% 

6 895 

i 38% 

40% 

22% 

10 822 

78% 

6% 

16% 

5 291 
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ERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPE1 

Wages 

Social security contributions 

Other social costs 

Contributions to defined 
contribution plans 

Expenses for share 
option program 

Bonus/profit sharing 

Total personnel expenses 

Average number of employee 

Europe 

North America 

245 355 

Travel & marketing 1 986 

Consultants 1061 

Other office costs 626 

Recruitment costs 381 

Rent of premises 339 

Investor relations 182 

Hardware 6 software 175 

Bandwidth Internet 56 

Total general and 
administrative expenses 

1600 

1184 

438 

175 

438 

111 

128 

90 

4164 

763 

434 

237 

83 

358 

0 

78 

108 

2061 

EROPERATII 

Commissions 

Hosting costs for 

online services 

Sales and distribution costs 

External support and service 
2 491 Total other operating 

expenses 

LNCE INCOME 

sands of US 

Interest income 

333 82 Net foreign exchange gain 

Other financial income 

4 438 2 933 Finance income 

115 Interest expense 

13 Net foreign exchange loss 

Other finance expenses 

130 Finance expenses 

510 

382 

206 

169 

291 

173 



IE TAX EXP 
The following components are included in the Group's tax expense: 

Current period 
Adjustments for prior periods 

Deferred tax expense 
Origination and reversal of temporary differences 
Change in tax rate 
Utilization of previously unrecognized tax losses 

Total income tax expense 

Result before income tax 
Income tax 
Result for the period 

Tax according to the average tax rate in Switzerland, 
Luxembourg, USA and Norway 
Tax effect on changes in temporary differences 
Tax effect of non-deductable expenses 
Tax effect of tax loss carryforwards 
Tax effect of change in tax rate 

Income tax (expense) / income 

The Group did not recognize any income tax directly in equity. 
Deferred tax liability/tax receivable 

• • I 
Deferred tax liability 
Deferred tax receivable 
Deferred tax liability, net 

2 636 

2006 
600 

2 636 

3 236 

6 

2005 
-1483 

6 
-1477 

Deferred tax liability in the balance sheet: 
Fixed assets 
Fiscal loss carryforward 

Total 

Fiscal loss carryforward 
Fixed assets 
Provisions/Receivables 
Total 

Reconciliation of deferred tax liability, net: 
Opening balance 
Change in opening balance, IAS 39 
Change according to statement of income 
Exchange differences etc. 
Deferred tax liability, net, at vear-end 
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ine carnea rorwara tax losses originating rrom 
Norway do not expire under current tax legisla
tion. The Group has tax losses of TUSD 7,079 as at 
December 31, 2007. (2006: TUSD 30,812) which 
expires as follows: 

Indefinite 

Total tax losses 

The Group's tax losses arose primarily in 2003 and 
earlier, and also in 2005. The tax losses were partially 

losses of USD 25,910,873 were utilized. 

The Group's tax losses are primarily located in 
Funcom GmbH, Switzerland and in Plutolife AS, 
Norway. 
The management has discussed the probability that 
it will be able to utilize parts of the historic unused 
tax losses individually for these companies, and has 

concmaea mat tne conditions tor utilization or tne 
tax losses are present. 

Funcom management bases its position on the strong 
interest for Age of Conan. Age of Conan has so far 
received around 20 covers in gaming magazines and 
numerous cover mentions, in addition to board press 
coverage in Europe and North America. Age of Conan 
also scores high on ratings lists on MMO-sites and is 
the most anticipatedgameonseveralMMO-dedicated 
sites. Funcom also have other strong 3rd party 
indications that the game will be well received in the 
market, such as more than 500,000 beta/newsletter 
signups and information from Eidos, the worldwide 
distributor of Age of Conan. 

Since late 2006 Plutolife AS has invested in the 
US market, and during 2007 Plutolife entered 
into contracts with many of the largest US mobile 
operators. From the second half of 2007 the revenue 
from the US initiatives started to grow. The manage
ment expects that this growth combined with strict 
cost control will result in taxable profits in the time 
to come. Based on this it is the management's position 
that sufficient future profits will be available to 
utilize the carry forward tax losses. 

On December 31, 2007 the Group effectuated an 
internal transfer of the sales and marketing rights 
of Age of Conan from Funcom GmbH to Funcom 
Sales GmbH for legal reasons. The transfer also 
made it possible for Funcom GmbH to rejuvenate on 
the historic carried forward tax losses, which is the 
main reason for the significant decrease of carried 
forward tax losses since year end 2006. 



(GIBLE 

Balance at January 1,2006 

Acquisitions, internally developed 

Translation difference 

Balance at December 31, 2006 

11446 

10 982 

22 428 

Balance at January 1,2007 

Acquisitions, internally developed 

Disposals 

Government grants 

Other acquisitions 

Translation difference 

Balance at December 31,2007 

22 428 

16 430 

38 858 

Accumulated amortization and impairment losses. 

Balance at January 1, 2006 

Amortization of the year 

Impairment loss 

Translation difference 

Balance at December 31,2006 

Balance at January 1, 2007 

Amortization of the year 

Disposals 

Translation difference 

Balance at December 31, 2007 

Carrying amount at Jan. 1, 2006 

Carrying amount at Dec. 31,2006 

Carrying amount at Jan. 1, 2007 
Carrying amount at Dec. 31, 2007 

10 395 

17 675 

17 675 
33 452 
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discontinued due to a change in focus in the subsidiary Plutolife AS and falling revenues on these games. 

The following values of intangible assets are under development and in use. 

In thousand of US dollars 

Goodwill 

Development costs 

Technology 

Software 

Patents and licenses 

TOTAL 

Under development 

32 740 

32 815 

Under 
development In use 

0 622 

16 310 1365 

0 1071 

0 255 

16 385 3 313 

The Group capitalized amortizations and deprecia
tions on software and computers used in develop
ment of games. If these games are capitalized, the 
amortization and depreciation is capitalized as an 
integral part of the value of the game. The amounts 
that are included in capitalized development costs 
were in 2007 TUSD 476 (2006: TUSD 291) 

The Group has capitalized upgrades to one of the 
games already in operations. The upgrades are 
amortized over the remaining estimated useful life 
of the asset as a whole. New estimates performed 
by the management in 2007 show that useful life of 
the asset will be 18 months longer than previously 
estimated. 

The effect on the income statement and period of the 
change, are as follows: In thousands of US dollars 

cash generating units the Group uses a discounted 5 
years cash flow projection, based on the latest infor
mation that influences the expected performance 
of the asset. The cash flows are discounted with a 
10 percent annual interest rate. These calculations 
use pre-tax cash flow projections based on financial 
budgets approved by management covering a 2-year 
period. Cash flows from the 3rd year to the 5th year 
are calculated using management assumption on 
number of customers for the asset. The cash flows 
are highly driven by number of paying customers and 
it is therefore the management's expected develop
ment of customers that is the most important factor 
when estimating the future cash flows and recover
able amounts. 

Management determined budgeted customer num
bers based on received market information as well 
as 3rd party sales budgets, and its own expectations 
of customer development. The number of customers 
is in line with expectations, and development of the 
marked as predicted in industry reports. 

150 37,5 37,5 37,5 37,5 

Calculation of recoverable amounts 
The management estimates the recoverable amounts 
of each cash generating unit on every balance sheet 
date. When calculating the recoverable amount from 

goodwill 
For the purposes of impairment testing, goodwill is 
allocated to the Group's operating divisions which 
represent the lowest level within the Group at which 
the goodwill is monitored for internal management 
purposes. 



acquisition of Plutolife and purchase of additional 
Plutolife shares in May 2007. The carrying amount 
as of December 31, 2007 was TUSD 694 (December 
31, 2006: TUSD 622) and is allocated to the Mobile 
segment (consisting only of Plutolife). 

The impairment test is based on calculations of value 
in use. Cash flow projections based on actual oper
ating results and the 5-year business plan has been 
used as input in the calculations. A pre-tax discount 
rate of 10 per cent has been used in discounting the 
projected cash flows. 

The estimated recoverable amount significantly 
exceeds the carrying amount of the unit of TUSD 929 
(including goodwill). Management considers that 
it is not reasonably possible for the assumed price 
to earnings ratio to change so significantly so as to 
eliminate this excess. 

Research and development 
In 2007 the Group expensed TUSD 135 in research 
and development. (2006: TUSD 0) 

Inefficiency 
The Group did not expense any costs related to inef
ficiencies in 2007 or 2006. 

i ne carrying amount ot Age ot Conan is 1 UbU Zi. /34 
on December 31,2007. (2006: TUSD 11,661) 

Age of Conan is not yet amortized 

Age of Conan 
The MMO game Age of Conan takes place in a world 
based on author Robert E. Howard's classic fantasy 
hero Conan - a strong brand name on the basis 
of being one of the most read comic books in the 
Western World as well as the subject of several books 
and movies. Funcom acquired as from 6 June 2003 a 
10 year exclusive right for the use of the Conan brand 
for MMO games on all current and future platforms. 
Later Funcom extended this right until 2023. 

The game features single-player and limited multi
player game play in early levels and develops into a 
full blown MMO as the player progresses to higher 
levels. It represents the next generation of MMO 
games and will include a high level of graphic detail, 
realistic artificial intelligence in non playing char
acters (NPCs), new combat controls, and field battles 
including both real players and commanded troops 
of NPCs. 

The Dream World Technology is Funcom's propri
etary MMO development technology. 

The Dream World technology is tailored and opti
mized for creating world class MMOs. The technol
ogy has a highly modular structure in which new and 
upgraded technology modules and components can 
be integrated into the technology base. 

The flexible and modular architecture of the Dream 
World Technology uncouples technology from the 
game production process and shortens the lead time 
to prototype. Furthermore, the technology is opti
mized for online distribution through its mini client, 
peer-to-peer distribution and multi version features. 
The use of The Dream World Technology will ensure 
synergies between the development projects of 
Funcom, as well as significantly reduce the technol
ogy risks and development costs of the new projects. 
Key technical features include: 

Content on demand. Enables Funcom to tailor the 
gaming experience to individual players. The load 
driven game experience based on Automatic Content 
Generation (ACG) and instantiations add to the scal
ability of the technology. Funcom is world leading 
in this field, and the dynamic content systems will 
be further developed in Age of Conan. Content on 
demand enables unique game play features. 

Flexible network code. Enables dynamic amount of 
content in the game world, depending on number of 
players, as well as reduces total server load through 
inter- and intra server load balancing. 

Flexible game code. Enables reuse of large part of 
game code for new games, while at the same time 
providing new features fast and cost-effective. 

Dynamic sound system. World leading system for 
dynamically adapting audio to player actions and 
positions, including real-time occlusion, Doppler 
effects, sound rendering based on rendering, 
and more. 
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'owerrui game oeveiopment sortware (toois;.. 
if very powerful game tools enables designers to 
lake tailored game content quickly and ensures 

juick iterations of game play development. 

itate-of-the-art graphics engine. The MMO opti-
nized graphics rendering and effects offer spectac-
ilar and unparalleled realistic world representation. 
)ne standout feature of the engine is the sophis-
icated infinite layer animation system, blending 
nany levels of animation on top of each other. 

Vrtificial Intelligence. Funcom's artificial intelli-
^ence system is industry leading, and enables a new 
evel of realism in the behavior of non playing game 
:haracters. 

he carrying amount of the DreamWorld Technology 
s TUSD 6,591 on December 31, 2007. (2006: TUSD 
1,086) 

iream World Technology is not yet amortized. 

"he Secret World 
Currently in an early stage of production. The Secret 
Aforld is a massively multiplayer online game for 
he PC and Xbox 360, based on a Funcom developed 
md owned brand, and set in the contemporary real 
world. 

Borrowing elements from popular legend, factual 
listory, modern conspiracies and ancient mythol
ogy, the core development team has created a rich 
md exciting game world, and a deep and intriguing 
;toryline encompassing thousands of years of human 
listory. Combined with action-packed gameplay and 
Dutstanding visuals and audio. The Secret World 
s well positioned to be a major MMO brand in the 
future. 

By bringing the massively multiplayer online 
;jenre into a modern day setting, the game will 
potentially appeal to a huge audience of gamers. 
Utilizing Funcom's proprietary MMO technology, 
the DreamWorld engine. The Secret World is already 
in an playable state. The production will ramp up as 
V̂ge of Conan approaches release, and Funcom antici

pates to gradually transfer developers from one 
project to another. 

The carrying amount of The Secret World is TUSD 
4,414 on December 31,2007. (2006: TUSD 1,563) 

The Secret World is not yet amortized. 

The carrying amount of other games in the cat
egory development costs amounts to TUSD 713 on 
December 31,2007. (2006 TUSD 1,365) 

Government grants 
The government grant relates to a tax incentive 
program "Skattefunn" in Plutolife AS. Skattefunn is 
government arrangement for companies which cre
ates values of new ideas. The goal is to create new 
knowledge, information or experience which can 
lead to new or better products or services. Plutolife 
AS benefitted from this arrangement in 2007 and 
received a total of TUSD 118 (2006: TUSD 0). TUSD 59 
is recognized against investment and TUSD 59 is rec
ognized in the profit and loss statement. See note 2.4 
for further description of accounting polices relating 
to government grants. 



Balance at January 1,2006 

Acquisitions 

Disposals 

Translation difference 

Balance at December 31,2006 

Balance at January 1,20( 

Acquisitions 

Disposals 

Translation difference 

Balance at December 31,2007 

Accumulated depre 

Balance at January 1, 2006 

Disposals 

Depreciation for the year 

Translation difference 

Balance at January 1,2007 

Disposals 

Depreciation for the year 

Translation difference 

Balance at December 31,2007 

Carrying amount at Jan. 1,2006 

Carrying amount at Dec. 31,2006 

Carrying amount at Jan. 1,2007 

Carrying amount at Dec. 31,2007 
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RADE RECEIVAB1 

Trade receivables 

Allowances for bad debts 

Trade receivable, net 

The Group has not made provisions for bad debt for 2007 or 2006. In the Group's mobile division, Plutolife, the 
trade receivables are pledged as security for the bank overdraft facility. The values of the pledged receivables 
as of December 31, 2007 are TUSD 496 (2006: TUSD 617). The pledge involves the balance of the bank overdraft 
facility at any time. The balance incurs interest and provisions according to the banks standard conditions, which 
is payable on a quarterly basis. 

Trade receivables are mainly in USD. As of December 31, 2007 trade receivables consisted of, TUSD 512 in USD, 
TUSD 113 in EURO, TUSD 268 in NOK, while a balance of TUSD 84 relates to other currencies. The respective num
bers for 2006 were TUSD 849 in USD, TUSD 177 in EURO, TUSD 145 in NOK and TUSD 68 in other currencies. 

Prepayments and other receivables consist mainly of a prepayment on a license contract and ordinary 
operational prepayments. 

Cash at the bank and in hand 

Short-term bank deposits 

Cash and cash equivalents in the balance sheet 

Restricted cash 

35 354 

37 423 

Restricted cash relates to cash at a separate account for tax deducted from salaries and cash deposit related to 
rental agreements. Short term bank deposits have an average term to maturity of 45 days, and expired on February 
15, 2008. The Groups mobile division Plutolife AS is granted a TNOK 2,500 (TUSD 461) overdraft on their bank 
account. Average obtained interest rate in 2007 were 4.28% (2006:2.06%) 
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ids of US dollars 

Equity as at January 1, 2006: 

Exchange rate effects 

Net income recognized 
directly in equity 

Result for the period 

Total recognized 
income and expense 

Issued share capital 

Share-based payments 

Equity as at December 31,2006 

Equity as at January 1,2007: 

Exchange rate effects 

Net income recognized 
directly in equity 

Result for the period 

Total recognized 
income and expense 

Issued share capital 

Share-based payments 

Share of acquired minority 

equity 

Equity part convertible 
loan from minority 

Equity as at December 31, 2007 

reserves reserves 

70138 

or the financial year 2006 the Group used end exchange rate when converting issued capital to USD. The cor-
ect method is to use historic rates. The issued capital in 2006 has been adjusted accordingly. 
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Share-capital and share pr 

Outstanding at January 1 

Issued against payment in cash 

Outstanding at December 31 - fully paid 

Nominal value of the share-capital at December 31 (EUR) 

At December 31, 2007, the authorized share-capital comprised of 56.25 million ordinary shares (2006:56,25 
million). The nominal value of the shares is Euro 0.04.The holders of ordinary shares are entitled to receive 
dividends as declared from time to time and are entitled to one vote per share at the Company shareholders' 
meetings. 

The share-capital is translated into US dollars using historic rates. 

On May 21,2007 the Company issued 275.000 shares from options (see note 16 for further information). The 
issued shares were paid in cash at EUR 0.43 per share (USD 0.63). Gross proceeds amounted to EUR 118,250 
(USD160,299) Total number of issued shares after this transaction was 48,019,625. 

On July 16,2007 the Company issued 4,700,000 shares in a private placement The issued shares were paid in 
cash at NOK 38.50 per share (USD 6.48). Gross proceeds amounted to NOK 180,950,000 (USD 30,490,075) Total 
number of issued shares after this transaction was 52,719,625. 

On November 12,2007 the Company issued 50,000 shares from options ((see note 16 for further information). 
The issued shares were paid in cash at EUR 0.43 per share (USD 0.63). Gross proceeds amounted to EUR 21,500 
(USD 31,568) Total number of issued shares after this transaction was 52,769,625. 

In 2007, transaction costs of USD 1,322,371 in connections with capital increases were charged directly 
against share premium (2006: USD 891,119). 

All issued shares are fully paid. 

The Group does not hold any of the Company's own shares. 

On February 26,2008 the company issued additional 443,500 options as a part of the Group's options program. 
The options vest with 33.33% each 1 year, 2 years and 3 years from grant. The average exercise price is the 
volume weighted average trade price on Oslo stock exchange 5 days prior and 5 days after the grant. 

Translation reserve 
The translation reserve comprises all foreign exchange differences arising from the translation of the finan
cial statements of foreign operations. 

Dividends 
The Group did not pay any dividends in 2007 and 2006. Dividends relating to year 2007 were also not proposed 
to be paid after the balance sheet date. 

From July 1, 2006, Funcom Oslo AS (Norway) implemented a mandatory occupational pension scheme. The 
premium paid for this purpose in 2007 was USD 215,417. (2006: USD 80,421,2005: USD 0). A similar arrange
ment is implemented in Funcom GmbH and Funcom Sales GmbH the premium paid in 2007 was USD 33,404 
(2006: USD 19,145,2005: USD 0). 



The Group has two option programs that entitle management and key personnel to purchase shares in Funcom 
N.V., the parent company of the Group. In addition, the Group has one program that entitles management and 
key personnel in Plutolife AS to purchase shares in Plutolife AS, a subsidiary of the parent company. The option 
programs are presented separately below. 

Ootion urogram in Funcom N.V. 
In June 2005 1,250,000 options where authorized by the shareholders meeting, and additional 1,000,000 where 
authorized on November 30,2006. These options has been allocated according to the below table. 

Share options are granted to management and to selected employees. For options programs granted in 2007 and 
onwards, the exercise price of the granted options is equal to the weighted market price of the shares 5 trade 
days' prior and 5 trade days after the date of grant. Options are conditional on that the employee remains an 
employee or director of the Company on the date of exercise. The options are normally exercisable with 33.33% 
1 year from granting, 33.33% 2 years from granting and 33.33% 3 years from granting. The Company has no legal 
or constructive obligation to repurchase or settle the options in cash. 

Movements in the number of share options outstanding and their related weighted average exercise prices are 
as follows: 

.umber Weighted aver 

Outstanding options on January 1 

Options granted 

Options exercised 

Options terminated 

Options expired 

Outstanding options on December 31 

Vested options 

Weighted Average Fair Value of 
Options Granted during the period 

Number of exercised options 

Number of expired 
or terminated options 

Number of options allocated 

Number of unallocated options 

Out of the 1,358,200 outstanding options at December 31,2007 (2006:850,000) 525,000 were exercisable 
(2006:850.000). Options exercised in 2007 resulted in 325,000 new shares (2006:0) being issued at 
EUR 0.43 (USD 0.63) each. The related average share price at the time of exercise was NOK 32.35 (USD 5.96) 

Share options outstanding at the end of the year have the following expiry date and exercise prices 
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15, June 2008 
01, September 2008 
01, September 2009 
01, September 2010 

Out of the outstanding options with an exercise price in the range between NOK 17.78 and 35.77, 585,200 
options have an exercise price of NOK 17.78. 

The weighted average fair value of options granted during the period determined using the Black-Scholes valu
ation model was NOK 8,0125 per options (2006: NOK 0). The significant inputs into the model were a weighted 
average share price of NOK 22.49 (2006:0), at the grant date, the exercise price shown above, volatility of 58,40% 
(2006: 0), dividend yield 0% (2006: 0%), an expected option life of 1- 3,5 years, and an annual risk free rate of 
4,52% (2006:0%). The volatility measured is based on statistical analysis of daily share prices for similar com
panies over the last 3 years. 

Option program in Plutolife AS 
Share options are granted to management and to selected employees. For options granted the exercise price 
of the granted options is equal to the last transaction price of the shares. Options are conditional on that the 
employee remains an employee or director of the Company on the date of exercise. The options are normally 
exercisable with 33.33% 1 year from granting, 33.33% 2 years from granting and 33.33% 3 years from granting. 
The Company has no legal or constructive obligation to repurchase or settle the options in cash. 

Movements in the number of share options outstanding and their related weighted average exercise prices are 
as follows: 

Listof outst 

Outstanding options on January 1 

Options granted 

Options exercised 

Options terminated 

Options expired 

Outstanding options on December 31 

Vested options 

Weighted Average Fair Value of 
Options Granted during the period 

Number of options allocated 

Number of unallocated options 

Out of the 560,000 outstanding options at December 31,2007 (2006:272,141) 0 were 
exercisable (2006:53,763v 



no or tne year nave tne rouowmg expiry date ana exercise prices: 

The weighted average fair value of options granted during the period determined using the Black-Scholes 
valuation model was NOK 1,13 per options (2006:NOK 0). The significant inputs into the model were a 
weighted average share price of NOK 2,84 (2006:0), at the grant date, the exercise price shown above, volatil
ity of 70% (2006:0), dividend yield 0% (2006:0%), an expected option life of 1-3 years, and an annual risk 
free rate of 4,59-5,30% (2006:0%). The volatility measured is based on volatilities in similar companies and 
managements judgment. 

The following managers/directors possess options or own shares: 

Torleif Ahlsand 

Michel Cassius' 

Hans Peter Jebsen 

Pieter van Tol 

Claus Hojbjerg Andersen 

Trond Arne Aas 

Olav Sandnes"" 

Jan Inge Torgersen'"'' 

Mr. Ahlsand is a partner of Northzone Ventures, which 
owns 9.449.175 shares in the Company. 
Mr. Ahlsand owns 31.500 shares through his 
company Brownske bevegelser. 

Mr. Cassius is a member of the supervisory board. 

Mr. Jebsen and affiliates control 12.058.075 shares in 
the Company through Stelt N.V. and Tom Dahl AS 

The shares are owned by Temmes Financial Services 
Ltd. a Company controlled by Mr. Van Tol 

Mr. Hojbjerg Andersen is a partner of Nordic Venture 
Partners, which owns 5.208.325 shares in the Company 
Management"' 

Mr. Aas is the CEO of Funcom N.V. and member 
of the Management Board of Funcom N.V. 900,000 
of the shares are owned by Arminius AS, a company 
controlled by Mr. Aas 

Mr. Sandnes is the CFO of the Funcom Group 

Mr. Torgersen is the Group's Financial Controller 
and a member of Funcom N.V. Management Board. 

* On February 26,2008 Mr. Cassius and Mr. Sandnes were awarded options as described in after balance sheet 
events. 

••' On February 11, 2008 Mr. Torgersen sold 6000 shares, after this transaction Mr. Torgersen owns 14,000 
shares and 75,000 options. 
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nds of 

Balance at January 1,2007 

Provisions made during the year 

Provisions used during the year 

Provisions reversed during the year 

Unwind of discount 

Exchange rate differences 

Balance at December 31,2007 

The Company is in dispute with the Dutch tax authorities in respect of outstanding capital duty liabilities 
as of 31 December 2007. The potential tax cost of this disallowance to the Company is around USD 715,000 
(including interest) (2006:TUSD 621) The Company believes it has arguments to dispute the capital duty li
abilities and has filed formal appeals with the Dutch tax court in respect of some of the disputed capital duty 
liabilities.. The Dutch lower tax court ruled in favor of the Dutch tax authorizes in respect of 1 outstanding 
capital duty liability (TUSD 283). However, the Company filed an appeal against this decision with the Dutch 
tax court. The Company is awaiting response from the Dutch tax court and cannot estimate the outcome of 
the proceedings at this time. 

The amount consists of subscription prepayments from customers. 

THER CURRENT LIABIL1TI 

The amount mainly consists of: 

• vacation money accrued in Funcom Oslo AS and is payable in June 2008 
• financial lease payable in 2008 
• taxes relating to salary payments 
• accrual of other regular operating expenses. 

In September 2005, the Group increased its shareholding in Plutolife AS from 42.46% to 62.45% and in 
December 2005 to 67.45% for a total of USD 1,432,602. We refer to the annual report 2005 note 15 for further 
information. Until September 2005, Plutolife AS was consolidated as an associate. 

In April 2007, the Group increased its shareholding in Plutolife AS from 67.45% to 74.87% for a total of TUSD 
186. The increase primarily due to the agreement Funcom N.V. entered into in April 2004. This agreement may 
further increase Funcom N.V's shareholding from 74.87% to 76.69%. 

Non-cancellable operating lease rentals are payable as follows: 

dsofUS 

Less than one year 

Between one and five years 

More than five years 



i ne uroup leases ornce premises m usio, UOH., t.nina ana Dwitzenana. i nese leases lypicauy run ror a maxi
mum of 5 years with an option to renew when they expire. Lease payments are index regulated every year 
according to the consumption price index. 

During the year ended December 31,2007, TUSD 1,202 was recognized as an expense in the income statement 
in respect of operating leases (2006 - 2005: TUSD 845 - TUSD 578). 

Non-cancellable financial lease payments are payable as follows: 

Less than one year 

Between one and five years 

More than five years 

The financial lease payments relates to server parks established for the purpose of hosting Age of Conan. 
During the year ended December 31, 2007, TUSD 322 was recognized as an expense in the income statement 
in respect of operating leases (2006 - 2005: TUSD 0 - TUSD 0). 

INGS PER SF 

The basic earnings per share are calculated as the ratio of the result for the period attributable to the equity 
holders of Funcom of TUSD 2,3 J 8 divided by the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding 
50,087,040 (2006:46,968,537). 

When calculating the diluted earnings per share, the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstand
ing is adjusted for all the dilution effects relating to share options. 

ids of US do 

Profit / (loss) for the period attributable to 
the equity holders of Funcom (TUSD) 
(basic and diluted) 

Issued ordinary shares as of January 1 

Effect of shares issued 

Effect of options excersised 

Weighted average number of shares at December 31 

Earnings per share 

Weighted average number of shares at December 31, basic 

Effect of share options on issue 

Weighted average number of shares at December 31, diluted 

Diluted earnings per share 
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0NT1NGENT LIABILITIES AND OTHER OFF-BALANCE OBLIGATI 

The Company entered into an agreement in 2004, which, if the Company cannot fulfill, may result in a liability 
of USD 100,000. As the probability for this liability to materialize is remote, the Company has not recognized 
a provision in the balance sheet. 

In addition, the Group has entered into a share purchase agreement with some of the shareholders of Plutolife 
AS. The agreement may commit Funcom N.V. to purchase the remaining of the shareholders shares at market 
price given fulfillment of certain conditions. The agreement involves 100,849 numbers of shares which is ap
proximately 1,82% of the total issued shares in Plutolife AS. Taken into consideration last year's performance 
of Plutolife, Funcom N.V. considers the market price to be close to the last transaction price of NOK 2.84. (USD 
0.52) 

24. FINAN( 
The Group is exposed to foreign currency risk on sales, purchases and cash and cash equivalents denomi
nated in other currency than United States dollars. The currencies giving rise to risk in respect of the Group's 
presentation currency are primarily Euro, Swiss franc and Norwegian Kroner. Management has determined 
that USD is the appropriate presentation currency. The Group invoices all non-EU customers in USD, while EU 
customers are invoiced in Euro. 

Exposure to credit risk 
The carrying amount of financial assets represents the maximum credit exposure. The maximum exposure to 
credit risk at the reporting date was. 

* Includes long term receivables of TUSD 469 which relates to long term deposits on operational leases. 
(2006: TUSD 0) 

The maximum exposure to credit risk for trade receivables at the reporting date by geographic region was. 

North America 

Europe 

Other regions 

The maximum exposure to credit risk for trade receivables at the reporting date by type of customer was. 

Online customers 

Offline customers 

Mobile ö Other customers 



i ne most sigmncant customer, an American ornme customer, accounts tor 
carrying amount at 31, December 2007. (2006: TUSD 277) 

Imoairment losses 
The aging of trade receivables at the reporting date was: 

Not past due 

Past due 0-30 days 

Past due 31-120 days 

More than one year 

The movement in the allowance for impairment in respect of trade receivables during 
the year was as follows: 

Balance at 1 January 

Impairment loss recognized 

Balance at 31 December 

Based on historic information the Group believes that no impairment allowance is necessary for trade receiv
ables at December 31,2007. 

Liquidity risk 
The following are the contractual maturities of financial liabilities, including estimated interest payments 
and excluding the impact of netting agreements: 

Trade and other payables 

Bank overdraft 

Long term debt 

December 

Trade and other payables 

Bank overdraft 
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i ne long term aeoi as at uecemoer DL, ZUU/ cuiibibib oi iinain-iai lease payuieiub WUILJI ib uue muit? uiidii i 
year from balance sheet date, in addition to a convertible loan TUSD 87 (2006: TUSD 0) from the minority 
shareholders of Plutolife AS (2006: TUSD 0). The current value is reduced with the equity part of the loan. The 
total value including the equity part amounts to TUSD 163 including incurred interest at year end 2007 (2006: 
TUSD 0). The total value including incurred interest is upon choice convertible to shares in Plutolife AS at 
NOK 2.84 per share (USD 0.52). The conversion period is between July 1, 2009 and July 15, 2009. Max amount 
to be converted is TUSD 184. 

Currency risk 
The Group's exposure to foreign currency risk was as follows based on carrying amounts which is considered 
to be representative for the Group: 

ember 

mdsofUJ 

Trade and other receivables 

Cash and cash equivalents 

Trade and other payables 

Net balance sheet exposure 

December 

Trade and other receivables 

Cash and cash equivalents 

Trade and other payables 

Net balance sheet exposure 

The following significant exchange rates applied during the year: 

EUR1 

NOK1 

CHF1 

0,1725 

0,8311 

1,2431 

0,1561 

0,7977 

1,3202 

0,1606 

0.8199 

A10 percent weakening of the US dollars compared to NOK and EUR would have increased (decreased) equity 
and profit and loss by the amounts shown below. This analysis assumes that all other variables, in particular 
interest rates, remain constant. The analysis is performed on the same basis for 2006. 



December 31. 2007 

December 31.2006 

A 10 percent strengthening of the US dollars against the above currencies at 31, December would have had 
the equal but opposite effect on the above currencies to the amounts shown above, on the basis that all other 
variables remain constant. 

Interest rate risk 
At the balance sheet date the Group had no fixed rate financial instruments. 

trumentc 

A change of 100 basis points in interest rate at the reporting date would have increased (decreased) equity and 
profit or loss by the amounts shown below. This analysis assumes that all other variables, in particular foreign 
currency rates, remain constant. The analysis is performed on the same basis for 2006. 



Fair values versus carrying amount 
The fair value of financial assets and liabilities, together with the carrying amounts shown in the balance 
sheet, are as follows: 

Loans and receivables 

Cash and cash equivalents 

Trade and other payables 

Bank overdrafts 

25. TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATE: 

Identification of related oarties 
The Group has a related party relationship with its subsidiaries (see note 26), members of the Board and with 
its executive officers. 

There has been intercompany transactions between Group companies, these transactions have been carried 
out at arm's length conditions. 

Remuneration to the Suoervisorv Board 
On November 30, 2006, the General meeting approved a remuneration to the Supervisory Board for the year 
2006 amounting to USD 72,513, the payment was outstanding as at year end 2006. There has been no increase 
in the remuneration of the Supervisory board in 2007 and the total outstanding fee for 2007 at December 31, 
2007 amounted to USD 77,275. The Supervisory Board did not receive any remuneration for the year 2005. 

Remuneration to the Management Board 
The CEO of the Group, who is also a member of the Management Board, received in 2007 a total remuneration 
including pensions of USD 286,851 (2006 - 2005: USD 191,903 - USD 177,240). Jan Inge Torgersen who is also 
a member of the Management Board and a manager in the Group received a remuneration in 2007 of USD 
206,185 (2006 - 2005: USD 192,146 - USD 89.649). 

Remuneration to the Management Grouo 
Overview of remuneration to management: 

Salaries and benefits in kind (short-term employee benefits) 

Share-based payments 

Defined pension plan 

Total remuneration 

The CEO of the Group received in 2007 a total remuneration including pension of USD 286,851 (2006 - 2005: 
USD 191,903 - USD 177,240), he was also awarded a total of 177,500 share options in 2007 (2006: 375,000). 
The exercise price is NOK 17.78 (USD 3,28) for 27.500 options and NOK 35.77 (USD 6.60) for 160,000. In 2007 
a total of 325,000 options were exercised at an average exercise price of NOK 32,35 (USD 5.96) The total al
located share options in Funcom N.V. comprised of 1,695,200 as at December 31,2007.(2006:850,000) In 2006 
n n n n t m n c 



Wil-.WJJtW^tiBIÏ v members of the Suoervisorv Board and the CEO. 
CEO Trond Aas had 1,587,825 shares directly and indirectly as of December 31, 2007.(2006:1,583,325) Hans 
Peter Jebsen, a member of the Supervisory Board and his closely related parties indirectly control 107,550 
Funcom shares. Hans Peter Jebsen also indirectly controls 48% of Stelt Holding N.V., which owns 11,950,525 
Funcom shares. Chairman of the Supervisory Board Torleif Ahlsand controls 31,500 shares in Funcom shares 
through his company Brownske Bevegelser AS. Pieter van Tol, a member of the Supervisory Board controls 
500 shares. No other members of the Board have shares in Funcom. 

Loans to employees 
At December 31, 2007, a loan of USD 27,167 (2005: USD 23,643) was outstanding to an employee. The loan 
bears no interest and a calculated interest is reported to the tax authority as a taxable benefit. 

Transactions with other related oarties 
A fee of USD 35,929 has been paid to Temmes Management Services B.V. in 2007 (2006 - 2005: USD 37,074 
- USD 33,025). Temmes Management Services B.V. is controlled by Supervisory Board member P.G.C van Tol. 
P.G.C van Tol also has an interest in Weidema van Tol which has received a fee of USD 226,850 for legal advice 
in 2007 (2006 - 2005: USD 63,267 - USD 65,835). The Group's auditors received a total fee of USD 220,493 
(2006 - 2005: USD 215,110 - USD 39,093). As at year end 2007 the outstanding amount between the Group and 
Weidema van Tol amounted to TUSD 6 (2006: TUSD 17), the Group had no outstanding amount with Temmes 
Management Services B.V. for years ending 2007 and 2006. For the services renders from both these compa
nies the Group did not pay above market price. 

As disclosed to the Oslo Stock Exchange in July 2007, Trond Arne Aas and his company Arminius AS collective
ly established a limited recourse credit facility agreement with Carnegie Bank AS. Supervisory Board member 
Hans Peter Jebsen granted security for this credit facility. 

Group entities 
The Company is the ultimate parent company to 6 wholly owned and 1 partially owned subsidiary. 

Funcom Oslo AS 

Funcom Inc 

Funcom S.a.r.l. 

Funcom GmbH 

Funcom Sales GmbH" 

Funcom Beijing GmbH1' 

Plutolife AS*** 

Norway 

United States 

Luxembourg 

Switzerland 

Switzerland 

Switzerland 

Norway 

* Funcom Sales GmbH was founded in 2007 
** Funcom Beijing GmbH was founded by Funcom GmbH and Funcom N.V. in 2007. Funcom GmbH holds 1 
share equal to 5% of the outstanding shares in Funcom Beijing GmbH. 

Hutolife AS has a 100% owned subsidiary, Plutolife Publishing AS. 

ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUD( 

Management has discussed the various risks in Funcom in addition to development, selections and disclosure 
of the Group's critical accounting policies and estimates and the application of these policies. 
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he risks described below do not constitute a full list of the risks the Company is exposed to. Additional risk 
actors may also impair the Company's operations. 

• 

•uncom is exposed to the economic cycle, since changes in the general economic situation could affect de-
nand for Funcom's products. Computer games are used for entertainment and therefore the demand may 
lecline during recession when disposable income decreases. 

ms 
ecause a considerable share of Funcom's business is conducted in currencies other than its functional cur-
ency, Funcom will be exposed to volatility associated with foreign currency exchange rates. Funcom invoices 
ill non-EU customers in USD, while EU customers are invoiced in EUR. The operational costs of Funcom are 
0 a large extent in NOK. At present, the Groups cash position in Norwegian kroner is significant compared to 
ts total assets denominated in US dollars. The majority of the operational expenses is denominated in Norwe-
;ian kroner and is perceived by the management as a natural hedge against the large position in Norwegian 
croners. See note 25 for a further analysis on the impact of currency fluctuations. 
See note 24 for further information. 

!! price volatility 
The Funcom share price could experience substantial fluctuations caused by a number of factors. Many of 
hese will be outside Funcom's control and may be independent of its operational and financial development. 
;actors which may affect the share price include the following (the list is not exhaustive): 
1 Reactions to quarterly and annual financial reports published by Funcom 

Changes in analysts'estimates 
1 Changes in the gaming industry in general 

Changes in market and financial prospects 
1 Rumors and speculation in the market 

y of operating results g' 
Funcom's operating results may vary from month to month. Funcom's operating result may be hard to forecast 
due to unpredictable demand for its products, the competitive environment, other general economic and mar
ket conditions and unanticipated difficulties in pursuing Funcom's business strategy. 

rnal parties 
Funcom's success depends also partly on the ability of the Company's partners to effectively fulfill their com
mitments. Funcom has partners in the areas of hosting and server administration, billing, publishing, sales 
and distribution, hardware as well as other areas. 

Non-Swiss and non-Norwegian law governs several of Funcom's agreements. In addition, dispute resolution is 
set to venues in different places in Europe and the US. This may increase the legal risk and increase the costs 
in connection with the enforcement of any specific agreement. 

Changes in the gamine industrv in general 
The market for Funcom's products and services is competitive and trend oriented. Failure of Funcom to main
tain competitive products and services offering could have a material adverse effect on Funcom. If the gener
ally expected market growth fails to materialize, the profitability of MMOs is likely to suffer. 



ror tne current aeveiopmenr projects, runcom nas a strong rocus on maKing plans, analyzing riSKS, estimat 
ing time needed in each project phase and measuring progress. There is, however, an inherent development 
timeline risk in all software development, including in MMO game software development, and there is nc 
assurance that development schedules will be held. If Funcom does not manage to release their games at the 
planned dates, the development budgets of the games may increase. There is also a risk that competitors 
will gain a foothold in the market at the expense of Funcom or that the games will be less competitive wher 
launched due to advances of competitors, making users less willing to spend additional time and money or 
new games from Funcom. 

Unsuccessful oroiects under develooment 
Currently, there is a number of MMOs in development worldwide. Hence, consumers will have a number of op
tions to choose between. Through the history of MMOs, the market has never accommodated many top-selling 
products at any one time. Even though the number of serious competitors to Funcom in the large scale MMO 
space, developers with the necessary skills, experience, and technological and financial resources in place, i< 
limited, there is a risk that one or more of Funcom's games could be unsuccessful. 

Deoendence on success of Age of Conan 
Funcom's future income is highly dependent on the success of the Age of Conan MMO. In itself. Age of Conar 
is expected to contribute with significant revenues and earnings, and if Age of Conan attains low subscribe] 
numbers there will be a negative impact on future cash flows and the valuation of Funcom. Furthermore, the 
game is intended to be one of the funding sources for the development of other titles, and lower cash inflows 
than expected could also have an indirect effect in terms of reduced revenues, earnings and cash flows from 
other games and the future funding requirements of the Company. 

Dependence on the attractiveness of the Conan brand 
The success of the Age of Conan game is dependent on the attractiveness of the Conan brand. The Conar 
brand is owned by CPI and the overall brand development is therefore not in the control of Funcom, althougl 
Funcom contributes to brand development through its Age of Conan game. 

Deoendence on consumer satisfaction 
The commercial success of Funcom's games is to a high degree dependent on consumer satisfaction. Consum 
er satisfaction is dependent on the perceived fun factor, quality of service of the support and error correc 
tion services. Even though the Company strives to ensure high consumer satisfaction there is a risk that the 
consumers will be unsatisfied with Funcom products, the support and the number of bugs and errors in the 
products. Consumer satisfaction may also be affected by the gaming community related to the game. 

Rating risks 
Funcom is, as a developer of mature games, exposed to the risk that rating agencies in the various markets 
will set the allowed age level to play the Funcom games too high or too low and thereby potentially limiting the 
addressable market. Rating agencies may also change their rating policies, or fine Funcom for rating breach
es, although Funcom always strives to adhere to rating regulations. Funcom may also receive the attention oj 
special interest organizations focusing on the gaming industry, both through PR campaigns and through lega 
procedures. Actions of disloyal employees or outside parties by introducing unknown and controversial mate 
rial into the games of the Company may constitute a risk for penalties or other actions from rating agencies. 

The commercial success of Funcom's MMOs may be, to a high degree, dependent on favorable reviews by the 
major gaming publications and sites. There are already very high expectations to Funcom's Age of Conar 
MMO, and should Funcom fail to meet the expectations this may have a negative effect in the review scores ol 
the game and thereby potentially on the sales potential of the game. 
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The successful operation of an MMO depends on a large number of complicated hardware and software com
ponents that need to worki successfully together. Any errors, bugs or viruses in any software may harm the 
operation of the MMOs and thus have an adverse effect on Funcom's ability to gain revenues. Similarly any 
errors, power failures, shortcuts etc. in any hardware component may harm the operation of the MMOs and 
thus have an adverse effect on Funcom's ability to gain revenues. Further, the games Funcom develop may 
not perform equally well on all PC configurations - impacting sales negatively. Although Funcom endeavors 
to reduce the technological risks before a game launch and during the operations of a game, these risks will 
always be present to some degree at launch. 

Hacking 
Funcom's MMOs may be subject to hacking activities. Any hacking activity may affect Funcom's ability to 
operate its MMOs, which will affect Funcom's ability to gain revenues. 

Risks related to the Internet 
Funcom's MMOs are operated on the Internet. Funcom's revenues are therefore dependent on the continued 
and uninterrupted operation of the Internet. Any adverse incident, hereunder but not limited to bugs, viruses, 
worms, etc. affecting the Internet may affect Funcom's ability to gain revenues. 

Funcom's source code is stored in a fireproof safe, but is also available to employees working on the Company's 
games. Should all or parts of the source code be stolen or lost, this may affect Funcom's ability to gain revenues 
or reduce its technological edge in the market. 

Difficulties in recruiting and loss of kev employees 
uncom is dependent on the ability to recruit, motivate and retain highly skilled technical, managerial and 

marketing personnel. Funcom may experience difficulties in recruiting, motivating and retaining the nec-
ïssary expertise and key employees, or may need to pay higher compensation, which could adversely affect 
)perating results. Further, it should be taken into consideration that workers from countries outside the EEA 
lust have work permit to work in Norway, and that such permits can be difficult to obtain. The documentation 

and formalization of internal information, routines and processes have not always been of today's standard. 
Therefore, there is a risk of losing vital information if key employees, for various reasons, leave Funcom. 

International operations 
Jperations in international markets are subject to risks inherent in international business activities, includ
ing in particular general economic conditions in each such country, overlapping differing tax structures, man
aging an organization spread over various jurisdictions, currency fluctuations, and unexpected changes in 
regulatory requirements and complying with a variety of foreign laws and regulations. 

ax exposure 
..Tie Company is incorporated in the Netherlands with subsidiaries in Norway, Switzerland, Luxembourg and 
:he USA. The overall tax charge will depend on where profits are accumulated and taxed since these countries 
lave different tax systems and tax rates. The Funcom Group is today taxed under a number of different legal 
ystems with different laws for tax residency, tax credits and tax exemption rules. Consequently, the Funcom 
jroup is exposed to changes of tax policies and changes of tax legislations, proactively and/or retroactively. 
Fhe Company is of the view that it reports profits and losses in accordance with tax rules applicable to the 
Funcom Group. The tax authorities in the jurisdictions where the Funcom Group operates are not bound by 
:he judgment of the Company, and there can be no assurance that they will agree with it. If one or more of the 
elevant tax authorities challenges the Company's view, this may result in an increased overall tax charge. 



Funcom's success depends on its proprietary game technology. Funcom relies on a combination of trade se
cret, copyright and trademark laws, non-disclosure agreements and contractual provisions to protect its. 
proprietary rights. International copyright and trademark laws protect Funcom's technology. Existing trade 
secrets and copyright laws afford only limited protection, and unauthorized parties may attempt to copy as
pects of Funcom's proprietary rights or to obtain and use information and technology that Funcom regards as 
proprietary. In addition, the laws of some foreign jurisdictions do not protect Funcom's proprietary rights in 
the same manner and to the same extent as the laws of the US, Switzerland and Norway do. There can be no 
assurance that the steps taken by the Funcom to protect its proprietary rights will be adequate. 

Intellectual Property Rights of others 
Funcom operates in a competitive industry. Technology is evolving at a fast pace and innovating companies 
develop solutions in relatively close technological proximity. 
This poses the risk that the Company could inadvertently encroach upon the protected rights of others, in
cluding rights protected by patents. This is the nature of the industry in which Funcom operates. Funcom is 
aware of the fact that there may be patents potentially forming basis of infringement claims. US patents and/ 
or litigation in the US are particularly worrisome because there are a large number of US software patents in 
existence. There is also to a greater extent a culture for opportunistic patent litigation in the US. Infringe
ment on copyrights, design rights and trademark law could surface as well. There is always an inherent risk 
of substantial claims related to infringement of intellectual property rights. Such claims could also have a 
negative impact on the various contracts of the company because infringement of intellectual property rights 
is likely to be construed as a material breach of contract. 

Shareholders must rely upon their own examination of this Report and all other communications from Fun
com and should study this carefully and should also study the gaming industry in general and the MMO gam
ing segment in particular. Shareholders should not construe the contents of this Report as legal, accounting 
or tax advice, or as information necessarily applicable to each potential investor's particular situation. Each 
potential investor should consult its own advisers for independent advice so that a balanced judgment can be 
made of a potential investment decision and all that is discussed and described in this report and in the com
munication from the Company. The Company urges investors to track the industry and gaming media to gain 
a thorough and independent understanding of the gaming industry, Funcom and its potential. 

The Group's tax losses are primarily located in Funcom GmbH, Switzerland and in Plutolife AS, Norway. 
The management has discussed the probability that it will be able to utilize parts of the historic unused tax 
losses individually for these companies, and has concluded that the conditions for utilization of the tax losses 
are present. 

Funcom management bases its position on the strong interest for Age of Conan. Age of Conan has so far re
ceived around 20 covers in gaming magazines and numerous cover mentions, in addition to board press cover
age in Europe and North America. Age of Conan also scores high on ratings lists on MMO-sites and is the most 
anticipated game on several MMO-dedicated sites. Funcom also have other strong 3rd party indications that 
the game will be well received in the market, such as more than 500,000 beta/newsletter signups and infor
mation from Eidos, the worldwide distributor of Age of Conan. 

Since late 2006 Plutolife AS has invested in the US market, and during 2007 Plutolife entered into contracts 
with many of the largest US mobile operators. From the second half of 2007 the revenue from the US initia
tives is starting to grow. The management expects that this growth combined with strict cost control will re
sult in taxable profits in the time to come. Based on this it is the management's position that sufficient future 
profits will be available to utilize the carried forward tax losses. 
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The Group has significant capitalized values of development costs and technology. According to IAS 36 all 
capitalized items should be tested for impairment at each balance sheet date. The impairment tests include 
management's estimates and judgments which involves uncertainties that could lead to a significant impact 
on the Group's future results. 

Currency risk 
The Group is exposed to foreign currency risk on sales, purchases and cash and cash equivalents denomi
nated in other currency than United States dollars. Large variations in Euro or Norwegian kroner exchange 
rate compared to US dollars could significantly influence the Group's income statement. Even if management 
would implement an active hedging policy, a currency related risk, which may have an impact on the income 
statement, would still exist. At present, the Groups cash position in Norwegian kroner is significant compared 
to its total assets denominated in US dollars. The majority of the operational expenses is denominated in Nor
wegian kroner and is perceived by the management as a natural hedge against the large position in Norwe
gian kroners. See note 25 for a further analysis on the impact of currency fluctuations. 

TS AFTER THE BALANCE SHEEt 

On January 21, 2008 Funcom management decided to delay the launch of Age of Conan until May 20, 2008. 
The decision was made to give more time to stress test the game systems and sort out bugs prior the launch. 

On February 26, 2008 a total of 433,500 options were granted to key employees as a part of Funcom's option 
program. The exercise prices were equal to the average share price 5 days prior and 5 days after the option 
grant. The exercise price is NOK 25.34. 

On February 11, 2008 Mr. Jan Inge Torgersen sold 6000 shares, after this transaction Mr. Torgersen owns 
14.000 shares and 75.000 options. 

There have been no other material events than described above between December 31. 2007 and the date of 
niii-hnri7qtion that would require adjustments of the consolidated financial statements or disclosure. 



KMI uncom. 
Company Profit and Loss 
For the year ending 31.12.2007 

Results from participating interest after tax 

Other income and expenses after tax 

Net result from ordinary activities after taxation 

• j 
2316 

2 318 

2 569 

3347 
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Company Balance 
after appropriation of result 

eet 

ousands of US d 

Investment in and receivables from group companies 

Financial fixed assets 

Prepays and other receivables 

Cash and cash equivalents 

Total current assets 

Total assets 

Issued capital 

Share premium 

Legal reserves 

Retained earnings 

Total equity 

Accrued expenses 

Provisions 

Other current liabilities 

Total current liabilities 

Total equity and liabilities 93034 59 824 



statements 
The company financial statements for Funcom N.V. have been prepared in accordance with Part 9, Book 2 o: 
the Netherlands Civil Code. The valuation of assets and liabilities and the calculation of the net result con
form with the accounting principles applied in the consolidated annual accounts, except for participations 
which are valued at net asset value rather than at cost. This means that Funcom N.V.'s shareholders' equity 
and net result are the same as in the consolidated accounts. 

An abridged Company Income statement is presented in accordance with section 402 of Book 2 of the 
Netherlands Civil Code. 

1. INVESTMENT IN AND RECEIVABLES FROM GROUP COMPANIES 

Receivables non-current 

Shares 

Balance 31.12 

nZ 
92 551 

50 692 

9120 

59812 

The Company holds the following investments in subsidiary companies at December 31, 2007: 

Funcom Oslo AS 

Funcom Inc 

Funcom S.a.r.l. 

Funcom GmbH 

Funcom Sales GmbH" 

Funcom Beijing GmbH'1 

Plutolife AS' 

Norway 

United States 

Luxembourg 

Switzerland 

Switzerland 

Switzerland 

Norway 

Funcom Sales GmbH was founded in 2007 
* Funcom Beijing GmbH was founded by Funcom GmbH and Funcom N.V. in 2007. Funcom GmbH holds 1 

share equal to 5% of the outstanding shares in Funcom Beijing GmbH. 
*** Plutolife AS has a 100% owned subsidiary, Plutolife Publishing AS. 

The movement in investments in subsidiary companies can be summarized as follows: 

Balance at 01.01 

Exchange difference 

Result of the year 

New participation 

Other movements 

Minority interest 

Balance 31.12 
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the Group effectuated an internal transfer of the sales and marketing rights of Age of 
Conan from Funcom GmbH to Funcom Sales GmbH for legal reasons. The transfer also made it possible 
for Funcom GmbH to rejuvenate on the historic carried forward tax losses, which is the main reason for the 
significant decrease of carried forward tax losses since year end 2006. 

CURRENT 

Other current liabilities in 2006 and 2007 relate to outstanding service providers 

The number of outstanding ordinary shares with a nominal value of Euro 0.04 was on: 

• January 1, 
• December 31 

47,744,625 
52,769,625 

At December 31, 2007, the authorized share-capital comprised of 56.25 million ordinary shares (2006:56,25 
million). The nominal value of the shares is Euro 0.04.The holders of ordinary shares are entitled to receive 
dividends as declared from time to time and are entitled to one vote per share at the Company shareholders' 
meetings. The share-capital is translated into US dollars at the December 31,2007 exchange rate of 
EUR/USD 1.4729 

The share-capital is translated into US dollars at the December 31, 2007 exchange rate of EUR/USD 1.4729. 

Options 
Total authorized options at December 31, 2007 amounted to 2,250,000 (2006: 2,250,000). On December 31, 
2007, the number of outstanding options allocated to managers and key personnel amounted to 1.695.200 
shares (2006:850,000). 

For options outstanding as at December 31, 2006, the exercise period is from December 15, 2006 until June 
15, 2008 and if converted into shares, the shares may only be sold after an approval from the Board until 
December 15,2008. The option holders lose the option if the employment with the Company ceases. 

For the options granted in 2007 (845,200), the exercise period is from March 1,2008 to June 1, 2010 with 1/3 
of the options each year. The option holders lose the option if the employment with the Company ceases. 

On March 1, 2007 585,200 options were allocated, and on June 14, 2007 260.000 options were allocated. 

Share issuances 
On January 16, 2006 the Company issued 1,531,000 shares. The issued shares were paid in cash at NOK 15 
per share (USD 2.22). Gross proceeds amounted to NOK 22,965,000 (USD 3,392,000). Total number of issued 
shares after this transaction was 43,444,625. 

On March 1, 2006 the Company completed a private placement of additional 4,300,000 shares. The shares 
were paid in cash at NOK 30.50 (USD 4.5) per share and gross proceeds amounted to NOK 131.150,000 (USD 
19,371,000). Total number of issued shares after this transaction is 47,744,625. 

On May 21,2007 the Company issued 275,000 shares from options. The issued shares were paid in cash at EUR 
0.43 per share (USD 0.63). Gross proceeds amounted to EUR 118,250 (USD160,299). Total number of issued 
shares after this transaction was 48,019,625. 

On July 16, 2007 the Company issued 4,700,000 shares in a private placement .The issued shares were paid 
in cash at NOK 38.50 per share (USD 6.48). Gross proceeds amounted to NOK 180,950,000 (USD 30,490,075). 
Total number of issued shares after this transaction was 52,719,625. 

On November 12,2007 the Company issued 50,000 shares from options. The issued shares were paid in cash at 
EUR 0.43 per share (USD 0,63). Gross proceeds amounted to EUR 21,500 (USD 31,568). Total number of issued 
shares after this transaction was 52,769,625. 

In 2007, transaction costs of USD 1,322,371 in connections with capital increases were charged directly 
against share premium (2006: USD 891,119) 
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Balance at 01.01 

Exchange 

Addition share-capital 

Balance 31.12 

Balance at 01.01 

Addition share premium 

Balance 31.12 

70138 

21680 

91818 

The legal reserves are maintained in respect of translation differences amounting-to TUSD 629 (2006: TUSD 
185) and capitalized development expenses and sales and marketing rights, amounting to TUSD 99,936 
(2006: TUSD 17,675.). Legal reserves are non distributable to shareholders. 

Balance at 01.01 

Exchange effect on share-capital 

Exchange effect on subsidiaries 

Other movements 

Employee options 

Movement to legal reserves 

This years result 

Balance 31.12 

-38 743 

-17 860 

-53 084 

.ARE BASED PA\ 

The options allocated in 2005 and 2007 are expensed as share based payment in the subsidiary where the 
option holders are employed. 

Balance at January 1 

Interest calculation 

Exchange 

Balance at December 31 
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i ne Lompany is in aispute witn tne uutcn tax autnonties in respect or outstanamg capital duty uaoiiities 
as of 31 December 2007. The potential tax cost of this disallowance to the Company is around TUSD 715 
(including interest) (2006:TUSD 621) The Company believes it has arguments to dispute the capital duty lia
bilities and has filed formal appeals with the Dutch tax court in respect of some of the disputed capital duty 
liabilities.. The Dutch lower tax court ruled in favor of the Dutch tax authorizes in respect of 1 outstanding 
capital duty liability (TUSD 283). However, the Company filed an appeal against this decision with the Dutch 
tax court. The Company is awaiting response from the Dutch tax court and cannot estimate the outcome of 
the proceedings at this time. 

The average number of employees in Funcom N.V. for 2007 was 0 (2006:0). 

Total remuneration 
The remuneration to the members of the Management Board is determined by the remuneration committee 
within the framework of the remuneration policy for 2007 and subsequent years as approved by the share
holders meeting on July 16, 2007. More details about the remuneration policy are included in the remunera
tion report. 

The total remuneration (including pension expenditures and other commitments) of the members of the 
Management Board amounted to TUSD 493 (2006: TUSD 384). The remuneration of the individual members 
of the Management Board was as follows: 

Trond Arne Aas: Salary TUSD 211 (2006: TUSD 191), Bonus TUSD 74 (2006: USD 0), Pension premium 
TUSD 2 (2006: TUSD 1). Jan Inge Torgersen: Salary TUSD 153 (2006:T USD 157), Bonus TUSD 29, (2006: TUSD 
16) Pension premium TUSD 24 (2006: TUSD 19) 

Outstanding and exercised stock incentives 
The following table shows the stock incentives of the individual members of the members of the Management 
Board 

Overview of stock options 

Trond Arne Aa 

Stock options 

Total 

Of which vest( 

s 

2005 

2005 

2005 

2007 

2007 

2007 

2007 

2007 

2007 

d̂ 

125 000 

125 000 

125 000 

0 

0 

0 

o i 
o ! 
0 j 

375 000 1/ 

375 000 

0 

0 

0 

9167 

9 167 

9 167 

)0 000 

)0 000 

0 000 

7 5 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Kl 

0 125 000 

0 125 000 

0 125 000 

0 9 167 

0 9 167 

0 9 167 

0 50 000 

0 50 000 

0 552 500 

0 375 000 

EUR 0.43 

EUR 0.43 

EUR 0.43 

NOK 17.78 

NOK 17.78 

NOK 17.78 

NOK 35.77 

NOK 35.77 

NOK 35.77 

15-12-08 

15-12-08 

15-12-08 

01-09-08 

01-09-09 

01-09-10 

01-09-08 

01-09-09 

01-09-10 



Jan Inge Torgersen 

Stock options 2005 12 500 0 12 500 0 

2005 12 500 0 12 500 0 

2005 12 500 0 12 500 0 

2007 0 5 000 0 0 

2007 0 5 000 0 0 

2007 0 5 000 0 0 

2007 0 20 000 0 0 

2007 0 20 000 0 0 

2007 0 20 000 0 0 20 000 

Total 37 500 75 000 37 500 0 

Of which vested 37 500 0 0 0 

EUR 0.43 15-12-08 

EURO.43 15-12-08 

EURO.43 15-12-08 

NOK 17.78 01-09-08 

NOK 17.78 01-09-09 

NOK 17.78 01-09-10 

NOK 35.77 01-09-08 

NOK 35.77 01-09-09 

NOK 35.77 01-09-10 

Shares 
At year end 2007 the members of the Management Board held 1,607,825 shares (year end 2006:1,583,325) 

Loans 
The company does not provide any loans to members of the . 

There has been no increase in the remuneration of the Supervisory Board in 2007 and the total outstanding 
fee for 2007 at December 31.2007 amounted to EUR 57,000 (USD 77,682) (2006: EUR 57,000 - USD 72,513) 

The remuneration of the individual members of the Supervisory Board was as follows: 

Torleif Ahlsand (chairman) 

Pieter van Tol (vice chairman) 

Hans Peter Jebsen 

Michel Cassius 

25 000 

8 000 

8 000 

8 000 

25 000 

8 000 

8 000 

8 000 

Claus Hojbjerg Andersen 

57 000 57 000 

In 2006 Tore Mengshoel resigned from the Supervisory Board and received a proportional fee of EUR 6000 
for his service in 2006. Michel Cassius joined the Supervisory Board and received a prorate fee of EUR 2000 
for his service in 2006. 
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Michel Cassius is the only member of the Supervisory Board that is granted stock options. The following table 
outlines the conditions: 
Overview of stock options 

Michel Cassius 

Stock options 2007 

Of which vested 

16 667 

16 667 

16 667 

50 000 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

i 
0 

NOK 35.77 01-09-08 

NOK 35.77 01-09-09 

NOK 35.77 01-09-10 

A fee of USD 35,929 has been paid to Temmes Management Services B.V. in 2007 (2006 - 2005: USD 37,074 
- USD 33,025). Temmes Management Services B.V. is controlled by Supervisory Board member P.G.C van Tol. 
P.G.C van Tol also has an interest in Weidema van Tol which has received a fee of USD 226,850 for legal advice 
in 2007 (2006 - 2005: USD 63,267 - USD 65,835). The Group's auditors received a total fee of USD 220,493 
(2006 - 2005: USD 215.110- USD 39.093). As at year end 2007 the outstanding amount between the Group and 
Weidema van Tol amounted to TUSD 6 (2006: TUSD 17), the Group had no outstanding amount with Temmes 
Management Services B.V. for years ending 2007 and 2006. For the services rendered from both these com
panies the Group did not pay above market price. 



•uncom. 
Other information 
Statutory arrangement in respect of the appropriation 
of the result for the year 

In accordance with Article 24.1 of the Company's statutes, the result for the year is at the disposal of th 
shareholders in general meeting. 

The Supervisory directors propose to allocate the profit for the year to uncovered losses. 

On January 21, 2008 Funcom management decided to delay the launch of Age of Conan until May 20, 200v 
The decision was made to give more time to stress test the game systems and sort out bugs prior the launch. 

On February 26, 2008 a total of 433,500 options were granted to key employees as a part of Funcom's optio 
program. The exercise prices were equal to the average share price 5 days prior and 5 days after the optio 
grant. 

On February 11, 2008 Mr. Jan Inge Torgersen sold 6000 shares, after this transaction Mr. Torgersen own: 
14,000 shares and 75,000 options. 

There have been no other material events than described above between December 31, 2007 and the date o; 
authorization that would require adjustments of the consolidated financial statements or disclosure. 
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5 8 M A Z A R S 

AUDITOR'S REPORT 

To: the general meeting of shareholders of Funcom N.V. 

REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

We have audited the accompanying financial statements 2007 of Funcom N.V., Katwijk. 
The financial statements consist of the consolidated financial statements and the company 
financial statements. The consolidated financial statements comprise the consolidated 
balance sheet as at 31 December 2007, the profit and loss account, statement of changes 
in equity and cash flow statement for the year then ended, and a summary of significant 
accounting policies and other explanatory notes. The company financial statements 
comprise the company balance sheet as at 31 December 2007, the company profit and loss 
account for the year then ended and the notes. 

MANAGEMENTS RESPONSIBILITY 

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial 
statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by 
the European Union and with Part 9 of Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil Code, and for the 
preparation of the management board report in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the 
Netherlands Civil Code. This responsibility includes: designing, implementing and 
maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of the financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting 
and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are 
reasonable in the circumstances. 

AUDITORS RESPONSIBILITY 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial statements based on our audit. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with Dutch law. This law requires that we comply 
with ethical requirements and plan and perform our audit to obtain reasonable assurance 
whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and 
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's 
judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial 
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor 
considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation of the 
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the 
entity's internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting 
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as 
well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide 
a basis for our audit opinion. 

M A Z A R S P A A R D E K O O P E R H O F F M A N A C C O U N T A N T S N . V . 

M A Z A R S T O W E R , D E L F L A N D L A A N I • P O S T B U S 7266 - 1007 |C A M S T E R D A M - amsterdam(g)mazars.n l 

T E L : 0 2 0 - 2 0 6 0 5 0 0 - F A X : 020-6448051 
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OPINION WITH RESPECT TO THE CONSOLIDA TED FINANCIAL STA TEMENTS 

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial 
position of Funcom N.V. as at 31 December 2007, and of its result and its cash flow for the 
year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted 
by the European Union and with Part 9 of Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil Code. 

OPINION WITH RESPECT TO THE COMPANY FINANCIAL STA TEMENTS 

In our opinion, the company financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial 
position of Funcom N.V. as at 31 December 2007, and of its result for the year then ended 
in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil Code. 

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULA TORY REQUIREMENTS 

Pursuant to the legal requirement under 2:393 sub 5 part e of the Netherlands Civil Code, 
we report, to the extent of our competence, that the management board report is consistent 
with the financial statements as required by 2:391 sub 4 of the Netherlands Civil Code. 

Amsterdam, 13 March 2008 

MAZARS PAARDEKOOPER HOFFMAN ACCOUNTANTS N.V. 

drs. J.D.G. Noach RA 



Funcom JN .V. 
Statement of compliance to 
the Dutch Corporate Governance 
Code and the Norwegian Code 
of Practice for Corporate 
Governance 
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN FUN. 

Funcom aspires to generate value for its owners through profitable, sustainable business practices. Good 
corporate governance and management will ensure the greatest possible value creation at the same time 
as Group resources will be used in an efficient, sustainable manner. The added value will benefit sharehold
ers, employees and the gaming community. Funcom is listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange and is subject to 
Norwegian securities legislation and stock exchange regulations as well as Dutch legislation. 

Funcom's key principles of corporate governance have been based upon the Dutch Corporate Governance 
Code and the Norwegian Code of Practice for Corporate Governance. The Oslo Stock Exchange requires listed 
companies to publish an annual statement listing all corporate governance recommendations and presenting 
compliance with the recommendations or explaining why the Company has chosen an alternative approach 
to the specific recommendation. 



OVERVIEW OF FUNCOM'S CORPORATE GOVERNAI 

Funcom has been governed by a Management Board and a Supervisory Board since 2005. 

This form of corporate governance, which separates the powers of management from those of supervision, is 
considered to offer the most balanced framework governing the exercise of power. 

The Supervisory Board oversees the efficient operation of the Company and reports to shareholders. The Board 
appoints the Chairman and members of the Management Board and supervises executive management. 

The Supervisory Board is supported by two special committees, which were established to implement its prin
ciples of corporate governance. 

The general principles of Funcom's executive compensation policy have been presented to the Remuneration 
Committee of the Supervisory Board. 
The Management Board is the company's decision-making body. 

Owners Board Management 

Shareholders 

General meeting w Supervisory board ^ Chief Executive Officer 

Remuneration 
Commitee 

Executive 
Team 

Audit commitee 

The general meeting 
elects shareolders 
representatives to 

the Supervisory Board. 
regarding the oversight 

of management 

Management Board 

Ultimate responsibility for 
the strategy and 

management of the 
Company. Advice 

Executive management 
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tatement of compliance to 
the Norwegian Code of Practice 
for Corporate Governance 

..ATIONANDREPO... 
"TE GOVERNS 

The Company has drawn up a separate policy for 
corporate governance, and the Board has decided 
to follow both the Norwegian Code of Practice for 
Corporate Governance dated 4. December 2007 and 
the Dutch Corporate Governance Code. 

The Company has drawn up its own Corporate Code 
of Ethics and Value Platform. Compliance with and 
the follow up of the Code of Ethics have been subject 
to internal processes. 

4Ï»iBHraiwIHwwiiTiiraïTïm<c»)i»i>;it)iM 

The business of Funcom N.V. is defined in the 
Company's Articles of Association which state that 
Funcom shall develope, market and carry on busi
ness in computer games, hereunder massively 
multiplayer online games, online role playing games 
and related games on electronic devices of 
different kinds. 

The Company has clear objectives and strategies for 
its business as described in the Management Board 
Report in this Report, This report also includes ref
erence to the business activities clause from the 
articles of association. 

The Company's Articles of Association can be found 
on the Company's website at www.funcom.com 
Deoartures from the recommendation: None 

Equity 
At 31 December 2007. consolidated equity came to 
TUSD 92.147, accounting for 91,92% of total assets. 
This is considered satisfactory. Funcom will main
tain an equity ratio appropriate to its long-term 
growth targets. 

Dividend policy 
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) stipulates the 
annual dividend, based on the Board's recommenda
tion. In view of the Company's planned expansion of 
its business, the Company is not planning to pay divi
dends in the medium term future. This policy will be 
regularly evaluated as appropriate according to the 
development of the Company. The dividend policy 
is disclosed in the -Report from the Management 
Board in the 2007 Annual Report. 

Funcom has not granted any mandates for the 
Company to buy its own shares. Mandates granted 
to the Management Board and Supervisory Board to 
increase the Company's share capital are restricted 
to share option programs. 

Mandates granted to the Management Board and 
Supervisory Board to increase the Company's share 
capital are restricted to share option programs, 
but have not been limited in time to the next AGM. 
Funcom will implement this from the AGM of 2008. 

JAL TREATMENT OF SHAREH( 
SACTIONS WITH CLOSE ASSOCI 

IBagJgMiUUl 

Class of shares 
The Articles of Association do not impose any restric
tions on voting rights. All shares have equal rights. 

Transactions between related parties 
Funcom's Supervisory Board is committed to treat
ing all the Company's shareholders equally. In 2007, 
there were no transactions between the Company 
and shareholders. Supervisory Board Members, 
Management Board Members, executives, or those 
close to them, which might be described as sig
nificant transactions, except the ones described in 
Note 25 in the Notes to the Consolidated Financial 
Statements. Pieter van Tol has an ownership stake 
in Weidema van Tol, a Company used by Funcom for 
legal council and tax advice. As disclosed to the Oslo 
Stock Exchange in July 2007, Trond Arne Aas and 
his company Armenius AS collectively established 
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it racuity agreement witn 
Carnegie Bank AS in July 2007. Supervisory Board 
member Hans Peter Jebsen has granted security for 
this limited recourse credit facility.The Supervisory 
Board will pay particular attention to obtaining inde
pendent valuations for any material transactions 
between the Company and its close associates. 

The Company has implemented guidelines to ensure 
that members of the Supervisory Board and the 
Management Board notify the Supervisory Board if 
they have any material direct or indirect interest in 
any transaction entered into by the company. These 
guidelines can be found in the Supervisory Board 
Regulations Article 4.1, and the Management Board 
Regulations, Article 4.2 and 4.3. The Supervisory 
Board Regulations can be found at 
www.funcom.com 
Deoartures from the recommendation: None 

Shares in Funcom are freely negotiable. The Articles 
of Association do not impose any restrictions on 
transfer of shares. Funcom is listed on the Oslo Stock 
Exchange, and works actively to attract the inter
est of potential new shareholders. Good liquidity in 
the Company's shares is important for the Company 
to be seen as an attractive investment and thereby 
achieve a low cost of capital. Executives in Funcom 
meet regularly with current and potential investors 
in Norway, Europe and the USA. 
Deoartures from the recommendation.- None 

By virtue of the AGM, the shareholders are guaran
teed participation in the Group's supreme governing 
body. The AGM adopts the Articles of Association. 
Shareholders representing at least 10 per cent of the 
shares can call for an extraordinary 
general meeting. 

Notification 
An AGM is held before 30 June each year. The 2008 
AGM is scheduled f or 21 May. Notification will be dis
tributed at latest two weeks in advance, and posted 
on the Company website. The Financial Calendar is 
published on the Company website and in the Group's 
Annual Report. 

Participation 
It is possible to register by post, telefax or e-mail. 
The Supervisory Board tries to pave the way for as 
many shareholders as possible to participate. 

bnareholders who are unable to attend are encour
aged to assign their proxy, and it is possible to sign 
proxies for each individual item on the agenda. 
Representatives of the Board and the auditor will 
attend the AGM. Management is represented by 
the Chief Executive Officer or the Chief Financial 
Officer, at the least. In 2007, the AGM was held on 
14 June, and a total of 66,3 per cent of the aggregate 
share capital was represented. 

Agenda and execution 
The agenda is set by the Supervisory Board, and 
the main items are specified in §23 of the Articles 
of Association. 

Departures from the recommendation: 
Due to the size of the Company there are two depar
tures. These will be re-evaluated in the future 
according to the development of the Company. 

AGMs in Funcom are to be chaired by the Chairman 
of the Board or the vice-chairman of the Board. 
This is a departure from the recommendation for 
independent chairing of meetings. If it is requested 
in advance by at least 10% of the shareholders 
attending a general meeting, arrangements will be 
made to ensure an independent chairman for 
the meeting. 

Shareholders representing at least 10%, and not 
5% as outlined in the Norwegian Recommendation, 
are required to call for an Extraordinary 

' General Meeting. 

Deoartures from the recommendation: 
The Companydoes n't have a Nominating Committee, 
as such a committee is not deemed to be required 
given the Company's current size. The Company will, 
however, re-evaluate this policy according to its 
development in the future. The Supervisory Board 
shall carry out the duties of proposing the candi
dates for election to the Supervisory Board and to 
the corporate assembly (to the extent this exists) 
and the fees to be paid to members of these bodies. 
The Board shall justify such recommendations. 

Composition and independence 
Due to the fact that Funcom is a Dutch company, 
the Company has a two-tier board structure, com
prised of a non-executive Supervisory Board (also 
referred to in this document as the "Board") that 
advises and supervises the Management Board, 
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wmcn is responsiDie tor tne daily management or 
the Company. (The Management Board is referred 
to as "members of the executive management" of the 
Company). 

The CEO is not a member of the Supervisory Board. 
There have been no changes in the composition of 
the Supervisory Board during 2007. 

The AGM elects the five to seven members of the 
Board. Decisions on the composition of the Board 
require a simple majority. Supervisory Board 
Members are elected for two-year terms and can 
be re-elected. It is essential that the Board as a 
whole is capable of dealing with Board work and the 
Company's main business activities. According to 
the Company's Articles of Association, there shall 
be at least five members of the Supervisory Board. 
The members of the Supervisory Board are: Torleif 
Ahlsand (Chairman), Pieter van Tol (Vice-chairman), 
Hans Peter Jebsen, Claus Hojbjerg Andersen and 
Michel Cassius. 

Funcom does not have a Corporate Assembly as it is 
a Dutch company. 

In the current composition of the Supervisory Board, 
four of the members do not meet the requirements 
to be defined as independent according to the arti
cle. Three have relationship with the Company own
ing more than 10% of the shares respectively and 
one has a business relationship with the Company. 
The composition of the Supervisory Board will be 
reviewed again in 2008. The Board Members not 
considered to be independent are Torleif Ahlsand 
(Chairman), Hans Peter Jebsen. Pieter van Tol (Vice-
Chairman) and Claus Hojbjerg Andersen. 

ms or ner worK instructions as wen as setting ms or 
her wages. The Board has a deputy chairman for the 
purpose of chairing the board in the event that the 
chairman cannot or should not lead the work of 
the Board. 

Financial reporting 
The Supervisory Board receives monthly financial 
reports on the Company's economic and financial 
status. 

Notification of meetings and discussion of items 
The Board schedules regular meetings each year at 
the same time as they agree on the next year's finan
cial calendar. Ordinarily, the Board meets 6 times a 
year, normally in Zurich. Additional meetings may 
be convened on an ad hoc basis. 13 Board meetings 
were held in 2007. 
All Supervisory Board members receive regular 
information about the Company's operational and 
financial progress in advance of the scheduled Board 
meetings. The Supervisory Board members also regu
larly receive operations reports. The Company's busi
ness plan, strategy and risks are regularly reviewed 
and evaluated by the Board. The Supervisory Board 
Members are free to consult the Company's senior 
executives as needed. 

The Board draws up and establishes an annual plan, 
including themes for the Board meetings. Ordinarily, 
the CEO proposes the agenda for each Board meeting. 
The final agenda is decided in consultation between 
the CEO and the Chairman of the Board. Besides the 
Supervisory Board Members. Board meetings are 
attended by: the CEO, the CFO, and the managing 
Director of Funcom GMBH. Other participants are 
summoned as needed. 

Board responsibilities 
The Board has issued instructions for its own work as 
well as for the Management Board through separate 
regulations approved by the AGM. The Supervisory 
Board's main tasks include participating in develop
ing and adopting the Company's strategy, perform
ing the relevant control functions and serving as 
an advisory body for the executive management. 
The Board adopts the Company's plans and budgets. 
Items of major strategic or financial importance for 
the Company are items processed by the Board. The 
Board is responsible for hiring the CEO and defining 

The Board takes decisions of particular importance 
to the Company, including the approval of the annual 
and quarterly accounts, strategies and strategic 
plans, the approval of significant investments, and 
the approval of business acquisitions and disposals. 

Legal competence 
The Board is bound by the rules regarding disqualifi
cation as they appear in §6-27 of the Public Limited 
Companies Act. In 2007, there were no cases where a 
member of the Supervisory Board had to disqualify 
him- or herself from discussions. 



Currently, the Company has an Audit Committee 
and a Remuneration Committee. This is detailed in 
the Annual Report in the Report of the Supervisory 
Board of Directors. 

The Audit Committee has responsibilities related to 
• financial reporting, the independent auditor, inter

nal audits and risk management. The Committee 
consists of two shareholder-elected Supervisory 
Board Members. The other Supervisory Board 
Members are entitled to attend if they so desire. 
Members: Pieter van Tol (Chairman) and Claus 
Hojbjerg Andersen (Member). 
The Remuneration Committee has responsibili-

• ties related to developing proposals for the appli
cable remuneration policy and execution of the 
Management Board and the Supervisory Board. 
Members: Hans Peter Jebsen (Chairman) and Torleif 
Ahlsand (Member). 

Ihe Chairman ot the Supervisory Boards remu
neration was EUR 25,000 and the other Supervisory 
Board members received EUR 8.000. The fees for 
2007 are outstanding by the end of the year. 

Departures from the recommendation: 
The Company will from time to time consider grant
ing share options to members of its Supervisory 
Board. This goes against the recommendations 
of the Norwegian Code of Practice for Corporate 
Governance. The Company views share options as an 
important tool for remuneration of board members, 
e.g., to be able to have a board composition which 
reflects the global nature of its business. 

As described above, one member of the Supervisory 
Board, Pieter van Tol has an indirect business rela
tionship with Funcom. The nature of this business 
relationship concerns legal and tax advice and has 
been fully disclosed to the full Supervisory Board. 

The Board's self-evaluation 
In 2007 the Chairman of the Board presented 
an evaluation of the Board's duties and working 
methods. The Board's working methods and inter
action are discussed on an ongoing basis. In this con
nection, the Board also evaluates its efforts in terms 
of corporate governance. 
Deoartures from the recommendation: None. 

The Company's internal control and system for risk 
management has improved over the course of 2007. 
Funcom has issued corporate values and ethical 
guidelines. The Supervisory Board has been pre
sented with an annual review of the Company's most 
important areas of exposure to risk and its internal 
control arrangements. 

The Supervisory Board Report in the Annual report 
for 2007 provides an account of the main features 
of the Company's internal control and risk manage
ment systems. 
Deoartures from the recommendation: Non 

Guidelines 
The terms of employment of the members of the 
Management Boards' are set by the Supervisory 
Board. Each year, the Board undertakes a thorough 
review of salary and other remuneration to the CEO 
as well as for the other members of the Management 
Board. The Remuneration Policy is reviewed on an 
annual basis by the Remuneration Committee of the 
Supervisory Board. 

The option program and the allocation of options 
to the Management Board are decided upon by the 
AGM. The structure of the incentive system for the 
other members of corporate executive management 
is determined by the Supervisory Board and pre
sented to the AGM for information purposes. The 
terms are proposed by the CEO, and subject to the 
approval of the Chairman of the Supervisory Board. 
In total, the Company has 20 executives and manag
ers who are covered by the options program. 
Deoartures from the recommendation: None 
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The AGM stipulates the Supervisory Board's remu
neration each year. The proposal for remuneration 
will be made by the Chairman of the Remuneration 
Committee. In 2007, total remuneration to the 
Supervisory Board came to EUR 57,000 
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The annual report and accounts 
- periodic reporting 
The Company normally presents provisional annual 
accounts in February. Complete accounts, the Report 
from the Supervisory Board and the Annual Report 



are sent 10 
May. Beyond this, the Company presents its accounts 
on a quarterly basis. The Financial Calendar is pub
lished on the Company's website and at the Oslo 
Stock Exchange's website. In addition financial and 
Company information can be found at the Dutch 
Chamber of Commerce in the Netherlands. The web
site of the chamber of commerce is: www.kvk.nl. 
All shareholders are treated equally as a matter 
of course. 

Other market information 
Open investor presentations are conducted in con
nection with the Company's annual and quarterly 
reports. The CEO reviews the results and comments 
on products, markets and the prospects for the 
future. The Company's CFO also participates in these 
presentations. 

The presentations made for investors in connection 
with the annual and quarterly reports are available 
on the Company's website. Beyond that, the Company 
conducts an ongoing dialogue with and makes pre
sentations to analysts and investors. 

It is considered essential to keep owners and inves-

economic and financial status. Importance is also 
attached to ensuring that the same information is 
released to the entire equity market simultaneously. 
Care is taken to maintain an impartial distribution 
of information when dealing with shareholders and 
analysts. 

The Board has stipulated special guidelines for the 
Company's contact with shareholders outside the 
general meeting in its Investor Relations policy 
which can be found on the Company's website. 
nor^arHiroc from the recommendation: None. 

Board's discussion of the financial statements. The 
auditor is always present during the Board's discus
sions of the annual accounts. In that connection, the 
Board is briefed on the financial statements and 
items of special concern to the auditor, including any 
points of contention between the auditor and man
agement. The Board arranges annual meetings with 
the auditor to review a report from the auditor that 
addresses the Company's accounting principles, risk 
areas and internal control routines. As from 2007, 
at least one meeting a year will be held between the 
auditor and the Board without the presence of the 
CEO or other executive managers. 

The auditor has submitted to the Board a written 
statement on fulfillment of the Statutory Audit 
Independence and Objectivity requirement, 
cf. Auditing and Auditors Act. 

The auditor's relationship to management 
The Supervisory Board has discussed guidelines for 
the business relationship between the auditor and 
the Company. At regular intervals, the Supervisory 
Board evaluates whether the auditor exercises a sat
isfactory level of control. 

There are no defense mechanisms against take
over bids in the Company's Articles of Association, 
nor have other measures been implemented to limit 
the opportunity to acquire shares in the Company. 
Deoartures from the recommendation: None. 

The auditor's relationship with the Board 
An outline of the work planned by the auditor shall 
be put before the Board once a year. The Chairman 
of the Audit Committee conducts a separate meet-
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tatement o:: compliance 
with the Dutch Corporate 
Governance Code 
Funcom's adopted code and practices are in compliance with the Dutch Corporate Governance code, with th 
exceptions of: 

• Article II. 2.1 and 2.2. 
The Recommendations regarding the options. Options for the Management Board are conditional o. 
continued employment in Funcom. The options become unconditional earlier than the three year time 
limit set out in the Dutch Corporate Governance Code. Funcom has a three year options program wher 
one third of the options are vested each year in three years after grant date. The options are only veste 
if the Management Board Member is still employed in the company at the vesting time. 

• Article II. 2.6. 
The Recommendations regarding the Ownership of and Transactions in Securities by Executive Boar 
members and Supervisory Board members ('the Regulations') concern the ownership of and trans
actions in securities in companies listed in the Netherlands, other than Funcom. Funcom does not appl^ 
the Code as the Company believes that applying these provisions would create a cumbersome admin 
istrative burden. Funcom Board members, in carrying out their tasks, do not generally receive price 
sensitive information about other Dutch listed companies. Furthermore, as all Board members have th 
responsibility to behave ethically and to comply with applicable law and regulations, they will in an^ 
case be restricted from trading in shares in companies about which they possess price-
sensitive information. 

' Article III.2: 
In the current composition of the Supervisory Board, three of the members do not meet the requirement; 
to be defined as independent according to the article. Two have relationships with companies ownin 
more than 10% of the shares, respectively, and one has a business relationship with the Company. Th 
composition of the Supervisory Board will be reviewed going forward. The board members not consid 
ered to be independent are Torleif Ahlsand, Hans Peter Jebsen and Pieter van Tol. 

• Article III.3: 
The Company has decided not to establish a Selection ö Appointment Committee. The Supervison 
Board has taken these tasks upon itself. The Company has adopted to implement an Audit Committer 
and a Remuneration Committee. The Company has furthermore not developed a retirement schedul 
and made it generally available, as this could be viewed as signals of major shifts in ownership for ke) 
shareholders in the Company. 

• Article III.7: 
The Company has reserved the right to grant share options to members of the Supervisory Board. Th 
Company views share options as an important tool for remuneration of board members, e.g., to enable 
a board composition which reflects the global nature of its business. In 2007, the AGM approved the 
allocation of options to Mr. Michel Cassius who is a member of the Supervisory Board. 

1 Article III.8: 
The Management Board currently has two members and both members have executive responsibilities 
in the Company. 

• Article V.3: 
The Company has not assigned a specific internal auditor. The Management Board will review whether 
an internal auditor will be engaged going forward. 
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Investor Xe.ations.Policy 
For Funcom N.V. 
Funcom is committed to providing the financial markets with precise, relevant, timely and consistent 
information on matters that are of material significance for the valuation of securities issued by the 
Company whenever Funcom is the appropriate source for such information. Funcom strives to ensure that 
the information it provides to the financial markets gives market players the best possible basis to establish a 
precise picture of the Company's financial condition and factors that may affect its future value creation. 

This IR policy was approved by the Funcom Supervisory Board on 21 March 2007. 

EQUAL TREATMENT 
Funcom uses the Oslo Bors company message system to ensure the simultaneous release of price sensitive 
information to the financial markets. The Company's web site is the principal source of other information on 
Funcom for the financial markets. In addition financial and Company information can be found at the Dutch 
Chamber of Commerce in the Netherlands. The website: www.kvk.nl 

Funcom applies a consistent policy to the release of information regardless of whether the contents are of a 
positive or negative character. 

SPOKESPEOPLE FOR THE COMPANY 
The Management Board and the Chief Financial Officer are the Company's spokesmen for contact with the 
financial markets. 

PUBLICATION OF PRICE SENSITIVE INFORMATION 
Funcom routinely and promptly publishes information in respect of material contracts and investment spend
ing and any other material changes or events that might have an effect on the Company's share price once 
the decision in question has been taken at the appropriate level in the group and, where relevant, agreement 
has been reached with the appropriate third party. It is the Company's policy not to comment on rumours or 
speculation about such matters. 

GUIDANCE 
Funcom does not provide guidance on quantitative targets for the Company's future turnover, earnings, 
return on equity or cash flow. Following the close of each quarter, the Company publishes the Company's view 
on general market conditions in the industry in which it operates. 

RELATIONSHIP WITH INVESTMENT ANALYSTS. EARNINGS FORECASTS AND MARKET EXPECTATIONS 
Funcom routinely monitors the research reports and forecasts published about the Company. If Funcom 
becomes aware of a significant positive or negative discrepancy between the development of the Company's 
turnover or earnings and the level of expectations in the financial markets for the current financial year, as 
expressed by earnings forecasts, it will advise the market of the discrepancy by issuing a stock 
exchange announcement. 
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win oe iimitec 
to correcting errors of fact and any errors in the presentation of information that the Company has itsel 
released to the market through stock exchange announcements or by publication on its web site. Funcor 
will not make any comment on earnings forecasts or any other form of evaluation produced by investmen 
analysts or investors. 

Funcom does not distribute research or reports on the Company produced by third parties, and will onh 
inform potential investors of all of the investment banks that routinely follow the Company. 

SILENT PERIOD 
For a period of four weeks prior to the publication of each interim quarterly report, Funcom will minimise 
its contact with investment analysts, investors and journalists. This policy has been adopted to minimise the 
risk of any unequal treatment of different parties in the market. 

Financial Calendar 
for Funcom 2008 
Funcom N.V. will publish its financial statements on the 
following dates in 2008: 

• Wednesday 6 February - Q4 2007 
•Tuesday 13 May -Q12008 
• Tuesday 26 August - Q2 2008 
• Wednesday 12 November - Q3 2008 

The dates are subject to change. 
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